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Cover – Rising Star Clarissa Mileham

Introducing your Sky Models Academy Angle and

Model Brand Assistant at Opulent Models South

Africa, Clarissa Mileham. I am 16 years of age and is

busy with my grade 11 at Cambridge International

University.

I’m not only a pageant queen and fashion model, I

am a dancer and a fitness fanatic as well. My latest

work was with Apprentesses|Ster-Status. I was the

main dancer for season 2 finale (2020). I have been

blessed to have won multiple pageants and

modelling competitions since the start of my career

in 2016. My two biggest titles won are, Face of The

Year 2016 and Miss RSA Overall Winner 2020/2021. I

will be representing South-Africa in Orlando, USA in

2022.

I graduated from Steele Model Studio in 2017 and is

currently at Sky Models SA Pageant & Grooming

academy. Blessed to say my achievements haven’t

stopped there. I was part of Hairdresser of The Year

2019. Main dancer for Head Rush Hairdressing

(Winning Team).

With the passion I have for dancing I brought that

side of me to life by being a backup dancer in Tussen

Sterre music video in their single, Wie Jy Is in 2018. I

also featured in Maroela Boom music video, Lewe Vir

Die Naweek in 2019.

My dance passion has brought me far in the industry.

I made it into Team South Africa for American Dance

Awards 2019/2020. Including a wedding gown model

in the TV Series My Droom Troue. I am privileged to be

fully sponsored for my hair and nails.

• Beauty Vibrations Hair salon

• BiaU Nails & Beauty

Plans For The Year 2021

“The busy and loud one” as 

everyone reverse to me. Covid-

19 came with a bang and 

through us all a curve ball. 

Blessed to say there is still a few 

big things I am able to tackle in 

2021! New, strange and unknown 

doors will be opened for this 

“busy lady”.

• My year began where I was chosen to be a Sky

Models Angle at Sky Models SA, Pageant &

Grooming Academy. I will be a lot more involved

in this pageant family of mine and exciting things

will soon make appearance on a few social

media plat forms.

• I’m currently a “office girl” as I am busy preparing

for my last two subjects of Grade 11 through

Cambridge International University. As we have

learnt a person always has to have a double

back-up for anything in life!

• October 2020 a very special grown was placed on

my head. Shortly after that myself and Te’Neille

Yuran (My Main Hairdresser) decided to start a

charity of our own. Helping close community and

our furry friends. U-Run Charity will soon make an

appearance!

• September I will have the privilege to be royalty at

Mini Miss RSA, as I am the reigning Miss RSA Overall

Winner. Growing our pageant family even more!

• Ending my year with a big bash! I am the Brand

Assistant for Opulent Models South Africa, the

team that hosts TOP MODEL. This time I will not be

on stage or competing, for once I’m going to be

behind the scenes and doing all the run around

work.

This journey just makes me excited and gives me

such a warm feeling! 2021, I’m facing you eyes

forward.

Experience and Achievements As A Model

You are always so different than the “picture”? Why

that style? Models, does this sound familiar? YES! That

boxes a model always has to “tick”. Why? I started to

change people perspectives on this since the year of

2016, where that first pair of silver Cinderella shoes

touched the pitch-black stage, lights on my innocent

body and soul, painted face and styled hair.

THE WAY I WANTED IT! This industry gets hard, pieces

fall apart, hearts ache, dreams stop and that little girl

that looks up to you in every little way, she stops

believing… But that is not enough reason to say no to

a glamorous life like the model/pageant life!

I live for this modelling life. The Clarissa people know,

won’t be the real Clarissa without this industry. That

5am morning chaos; model is anxious, mom is

stressed out and tired, but doesn’t show, make-up

artist has to paint your face picture perfect and

hairdresser is working magic with their hairspray, lastly

daddy heart is bursting of how proud he is of his real-

life princess.

The appointments months before a show or

competition. People it gets hard and we get tired,

but we chose this, and I will choose this over and

over again! Searching for that one in a million dress,

but still fits daddy price budget. Shopping strolls with

mom to find all the last extra details. Long classes

and lessons with your coach, yes where she puts her

models before her own family.

All of this for that few seconds on a stage with lights

that shine and focus on YOU, people cheer, for YOU

and our Heavenly Father smiles down to see you

living out your talent He gave you. Blessed to have a

few titles behind my name where one will always

stand out, the crown of the Miss RSA Overall Winner

placed on my head. Tears, red eyes, beating heart

and hugs.

To think that one crown can bring us 
together like that. Wow! Model live, I 

like living you.

Photographer: Belle Lumiere Photography & Design 

(Michal Viljoen)

Modeling school: Sky Models SA Pageant & 

Grooming academy
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Fashion Designer Nico Willoughby-Smith
Beautiful fabrics and aesthetic trimmings wrapped in

passionate splendour. Elegance and perfection with a

potent mix of creativity. Exclusive, innovative, trend-setting

and unique, a dazzling design by local fashion designer,

Nico Willoughby-Smith, portrays a certain 'je ne sais quois'.

Nico Willoughby-Smith, now based in Johannesburg,

continues to draw inspiration from individualism, ensuring

that every client's personality and character is captured

and portrayed through their uniquely designed creation.

Nico Willoughby-Smith believes that true fashion is

determined by the client's ability to feel radiant and

confident in his creation. A fusion of professional

experience, glamour, sophistication and striking design -

The true signature of Nico Willoughby-Smith.

Nico Willoughby-Smith graduated with a degree in Fashion

Design and Marketing from The Design School of Southern

Africa (Pretoria) in 2005. Specialising in haute couture,

bespoke bridal gowns, matric farewell garments, tailored

men's suits and special/formal occasion attire.

This 37 year old, award-winning fashion designer has since

been one of twelve designers to attend the 11th Annual

Vukani Fashion Awards. An initiative founded by Dr.

Sonwabile Ndamese, the designer of the Madiba shirt.

Other accolades include:

• The Bambi Fashion Awards for Designer of the Year

(2007 & 2014).

• Prom Night's most influential Designer (2010 & 2017).

• Business Chamber of Commerce Award for small

business within the Design industry (2012, 2014, 2017 &

2019).

Apart from designing some of the countries most

glamorous wedding gowns, matric farewell dresses and

suits for the most extravagant farewell competitions, Nico

Willoughby-Smith has also designed stylish Perfections for

national celebrities such as the singing sensation who is

Nianell, Lianie May and the unapologetic Nataniel.

Although Nico Willoughby-Smith has been based in

Polokwane (within the heart of the Limpopo Province) for

the past 16 years, he now spreads his wings within the

Helderkruin area of Johannesburg, as Nico Willoughby-

Smith believes that there is no competition when you are in

a class of your own.

"I pride myself on being a hands-on designer. Perfection

does not have the time to fix another's mess. I consult, I

design, I fit and construct to ensure that your creation is

made uniquely to your specifications."



Jacqueline Strydom Mrs Pretoria-Tshwane 2021

Who is Jacqueline Strydom?

I am a 32 year old woman from Centurion in the

Gauteng Province. I have been married to wonderful

man for 7 years. I am a mother of 2 daughters,

Amoré who is 5 years old and Deuné who is 4 years

old.

I was born and raised in Pretoria, attended Eben

Swemmer Primary School and matriculated from

Oos-Moot High School. I started working right after

school.

Ever since I became a wife and mother, I also

realized that women play an important role in our

society. That's why it's my passion to inspire women to

rediscover their full potential. Their full potential to

build their self-esteem, in their relationships and even

to be the best support pillar for their family, in difficult

and easy circumstances.

What was your reaction when you were announced

as Mrs Pretoria-Tshwane 2021?

I think everyone was nervous to go on stage, I just

talked to the Lord during the night when Michael

Buble’s “YOU RAISE ME UP” was playing to calm

everyone down. I also told him that I would leave

everything in his hands if it was my destiny to be

announced as Mrs Pretoria Tshwane 2021, I would

make him proud.

So I was calm in my heart about whoever's name

was going to be mentioned but when mine was

mentioned, I was emotional and couldn’t believe it

because everyone who entered would carry the title

with pride. I did not realize the reality until days after

the announcement.

What was your motive for participating in Mrs

Pretoria-Tswhane competition?

As a little girl, I have always had the desire to be a

Role Model for others by being involved in charity

and thus participating in beauty pageants. I wanted

to use the competitions as a platform to reach more

people.

Tell our readers about your projects for 2021 with

Rolemodels Foundation?

Something close to my heart is to help people and

give them a safe haven, so my project is to restore

and set up the farm donated to Rolemodels

Foundation as a safe haven, especially for children

and women in bad circumstances.

What do you want to achieve with the project and

what is all that is needed?

My goal is to have the security in operation by the

end of the year. We want to get the house in good

condition, with garden from which they can live.

Apart from the RMF Safe Home project, what other

projects are you going to support and why?

We have a lot of projects during the year to collect

funds as well as food. What is close to my heart is the:

• 007 Ball in May

• Womansday Body Confidence workshop

• Heritage Family Festival

• Golf day

• Barnyard rock show

• High tea

• Power Towers

• French Flair Fashion show

Throughout the year we collect food, clothes,

blankets etc for people in need. For that we currently

have a fundraiser to get a container on the farm to

store the goods and food.

I want to challenge every woman to

become involved in the Rolemodels

Foundation Pageants, which is not

only a platform to help people but

also forms a ‘sisterhood’ and family

that you will have forever.

Photo credit: Envision Five

Social media: @MrsPretoriaTshwane

Afrikaans Pop Singer - Sharoney 
Sharoney is a 25 year old ambitious young woman

residing in the small mining town Springs on the East

Rand. “ I am a recorded Afrikaans Pop Singer ,

however , as a result of my music career , I spend a

lot of time in front of the lens, either for PR use i.e.

single- and album covers, posters and merchandise

or in my capacity as ambassador for various brands

& publications” , she adds that she fell in love with

the camera during her first single cover shoot back

in 2013.

The announcement of the National Lockdown early

2020 closed some doors for live performers, however,

true to Sharoney’s nature , she utilized the changed

situation into an opportunity to expand her horizons

beyond the boundaries of her personal comfort zone

in order to remain relevant in a constantly changing

and demanding industry. “At the beginning of

2020, even before Covid19 arrived, I made a

decision to grab every opportunity that may come

my way and execute it with the passion and

precision true to myself. I am sold on women

empowerment and sisterhood, I believe in women,

their strengths , their passion and their weaknesses.

I know what women have to deal 

with, and, sad to say, we are not kind 

to one another and I would love that 

to change!”  

She says that she needed a platform to reach

women from and entering the VIA-TV reality series,

Ster-Status gave her the platform and the voice to

speak out. “ I entered the journey, not only unsure of

what it would lead to, but also with insecurities of

who I was as a woman… in hindsight I entered as a

girl and ended up being a confident woman and I

want this for all women !”

She did not disappoint herself and even though,

confronted with the current uncertainties of the

music industry, final year B.A Communication studies

and taking on full time job in a construction

company, she was crowned as first runner up during

a gala event held at Colosseum Reale in Pretoria.

“I realize that there is much truth in 

the saying the world is but an oyster 

and that adversity is really  the 

breeding ground for opportunity and 

growth.”   

With her selection as an Opulent Models SA 2021

Finalist in the over 25 Category early in 2021 , this

young woman has proven her moto and mantra ,

the words of the famous Walt Disney “ If you can

dream it, you can do it “ Sharoney is the proud

ambassador of Square Rootz Hair, Moroccan tan SA ,

Oh-So-Glo Nail & Beauty , Sinden Fitness , Profitéa

Lifestyle & Wedding Photography and Made For Her

925 Jewellery and has been the object of attention

for many photographers in the fitness, music, portrait

and wedding industry.

She has also grabbed the opportunity to star as an

extra in various Television recordings, such as

Inconceivable (M-Net) Legacy (M-Net) Binnelanders

( kykNET ) and Siende Blind (kykNET) courtesy of

Eventpho “Performing is my passion and I hope to

become a top selling Pop Artist and a television

presenter in the near future , I will never give up, but

Covid-19 closed some doors, for now I will utilize my

talents and strengths, I will praise Him in the passage.

I have faith and hope and Jer 29:11 and therefore I

know the plans He has for me and my future and

therefore I am excited, I am curious and I am ready!”

Model IG :@sharoney_musiek

Agency : Freelance

Photo Credit : Fransie Pretorius - Profitéa Lifestyle & 

Wedding Photography 

Photographer IG : @fransiepret

Hair & Make-Up : Sharoney Viljoen

Designer  : Shené Vyver Couture 

Designer IG : @shene_vyver

Location : Deserted  Mine dump / East Rand 



Photographer Marisa Delport
I picked up my first DSLR camera in 2017 and fell in love

with taking photos. It started as a hobby and quickly grew

into something that I am proud of today. With the help of

my amazing mentor, who groomed me from 2019, hard

work and countless hours, I am finally starting to reap what

I sowed. I will forever be grateful to my mentor and best

friend in the industry, Fransie Pretorius.

Company Profile:

Ginger Blossom Photography, I chose this name because I

wanted a name representing who I am.. So, I'm a ginger

and with a very happy go lucky personality.

I'm a freelance photographer, who seize beautiful

moments in a fun-filled way. My passion for photos

reflects in all of my work. The ultimate goal is to tell your

special story through moments that can be captured and

cherished forever.

Plans for 2021:

Become a recognized up and coming 
Photographer in the industry. This 

photoshoot was in November 2020 in 
Pretoria with the beautiful Jacaranda 

trees.

Photo Credit:  Ginger Blossom Photography

Photographer Name:  Marisa Delport

Social Media:  Ginger Blossom Photography (Facebook)

Link:  

https://www.facebook.com/GingerBlossomPhotography

Contact Details:  079 522 8272  OR  

gingerblossomphotography@gmail.com 



Make-up artist Desiree Mogale
I would normally describe myself to people as an

extroverted butterfly. I love to try different things, and

because of my love for art, I had the opportunity to go

study make up artistry and immediately fell in love. I am a

mom of 3 beautiful kids, wife, student, full time Contact

Centre Manager and entrepreneur. Continuous

development and learning is extremely important to me. I

wear my heart on my sleeve and do everything I do with

immense passion.

Motivation:

For girls who would like to be part of the beauty industry,

never doubt your craft. There's so many artists out there in

the industry, but I believe that everyone has their own

unique way and style of work. Lastly and most importantly,

always remember that there's enough work for everyone.

Build client relationships, as their support become your

biggest marketing tool. Stay practicing.

Tips & Tricks:

Practice makes perfect. Preparing the skin before you

apply make up is like preparing a canvas for a beautiful

work of art. Hydrate. Hydrate. Hydrate. I cannot say this

enough.

Company Profile:

I am a certified professional make-up artist holding a

Diploma in Professional Make-Up Artistry obtained through

Make Up Stars Cape Town, and a Certificate in Bridal &

Special Occasions Make-Up obtained through H2T Make

Up & Hairstyling School. Make Up Artistry for me is about

changing people's perspective of their true beauty. I

operate in Cape Town and surrounds, and did some work

in other provinces too. I specialize in bridal and special

occasions make-up. I have taken a real interest in

expanding my business within the beauty industry; so

definitely have some exciting things happening for Desire

Make-Up Artistry this year. Watch this space!

My social media links are as follows:

Facebook - Desire Make-Up Artistry

Instagram - @desire_mua

My contact details are as follows:

Desiree Mogale

062 455 9104

desiremakeupartistry@gmail.com



Photographer Mary-anne Roberts

My name is Mary-anne Roberts, I live in Napier,

Western Cape with my husband Richard. We have

been married for almost 3 years. I picked up a

camera about 2 years ago and have never looked

back since.

I take pride in all my photos and put a lot of effort

and time to make sure everybody is happy. I love

doing Boudoir shoots and have even begun my own

little studio to further my boudoir portfolio. I also do a

lot of lifestyle, nature, new-born and portfolio shoots. I

have worked with professional models all the way to

happy and tired first time parents.

Whose work has influenced you most?

If I had to choose it would be Pieter Hugo, I love his

style and the emotions I feel from his work.

Why did you choose to pursue a career as a

photographer?

I am a very creative person but my Husband had a

scenic flight business and that is were I started my

photography career. From photos at an altitude of

10 000 feet to tiny new-born babies. I really love all

the different places and experiences that this career

can give me.

Which is your favorite lens? Why?

I personally don't have a favorite lens, I choose my

lenses based on the type of shoot that I have

booked.

Are you a detail oriented person?

I am a very detail oriented person, I like to make sure

that all my photos are perfect for my social media

and for my clients.

What type of cameras do you shoot with?

I only have one camera that I shoot with which is a

Canon 4000D.

How long have you been a photographer?

I have been a full-time photographer since 2019.

What are your career goals?

My career goals would simply be to move to Cape

Town, open a bigger studio with 2 or more sets and

just continue doing what I love everyday.

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?

In 5 years I see myself in Cape Town with my own

studio and working with all kinds of people, just

enjoying what I have accomplished in the 5 years.

What does photography mean to you?

I think photography has a different meaning to

everybody but for me it would be feeling a certain

way when looking at a photo a sort of story captured

in the eyes of the subject.

What makes the good picture stand out from the

average?

For me it would be the emotions that is expressed

and felt when looking at that photo.

What inspires you?

For me it would be my dream of having a big studio

and being a well known photographer. With every

shoot I try my best to make sure I can accomplish my

dream.

How do you educate yourself to take better photos?

I use YouTube as my go-to platform with help for my

photography and I read alot of books related to

photography.

How would you describe your photography style?

I would describe my work as very honest and edgy. I

am not a big fan of photoshopping my clients, I love

natural beauty and I love showing it in my work.

What is the most difficult part of being a

photographer for you?

The hardest part is just making sure everybody is on

time and looking good for their photos.

What is the most rewarding part of being a

photographer for you?

The smiles ... All the smiles when my clients receive

their photos.

What do you like least about being a photographer?

When people contact me for a quote and then they

never answer back.

What do you like most about being a photographer?

All the people and places I get to see while getting

to create awesome pieces of art.

CONTACT

Email: robertsmaryanne1@gmail.com

FB: 

https://www.facebook.com/robertsphotographyBdo

rp/

Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/robertsphotography_bd

orp/

Cell: 084 645 5738



The talented Zeldine Voss 

I am the 16 year old Zeldine Voss from Fochville,

Gauteng; an energetic, loving, friendly, born leader,

with a extroverted personality. I am a grade 10

student at Hoerskool Fochville and I'm studying in the

medical field. I am adventurous, challenging and a

mature individual who is very open-minded, goal

oriented, ambitious, talented and passionate about

the future. Who is always helpful and supportive to

those around me.

I have learned to set my goals high, to ensure that I

reach my targets. I perform well under pressure. I

consider myself a humble young girl, who lives out

her talent in every possible way, a child artist, who

loves modeling, dancing singing and acting. As a

model I am working towards building myself into a

brand. In the next 5 years I would like to become a

public figure and a charity event hostess.

My hobbies includes modeling, dancing, singing,

and socializing. I value the people around me from

the past to my present who has influenced me into

becoming the very young girl that I am. I have a

wonderful support structure such as my loving family

and friends and my community.

For the past 14 years I've been involved in pageant

modeling and recently started photography

modeling. I've been passionate about modeling from

a very young age, it is one thing that makes me the

happiest, because I do it with so much fortitude and

confidence.

My modeling career started by chance when I

entered my first pageant in kindergarten. With hardly

no experience, I won the competition Miss Losbekkies

2010. Two years later I won Miss Westonaria 2012 and

officially started in a modeling school.

Find your passion and be determined
and always be the hardest worker in
the room. It did not happen overnight!

It took me years of hard work, determination and

dedication to achieve my goal- being selected by

Little King and Queen World Pageants to represent

South Africa in Europe and bringing home the title of

Little Queen World 2019 as well as Grand Prix little

Queen Talent 2019.

I believe that modeling is not just about a title and

that is why I was willing to give my crown away in

kindergarten to my fellow contestant who started

crying, to me it is more about getting to a place

where you can have a huge platform and audience

to raise awareness on import causes and to benefit

the less fortunate people and places in need and to

inspire others. Being part of Little King and Queen

World Pageants SA Team, helps us to create more

awareness and obtain more support for charities in

Gauteng.

During this harsh economic recession Little King and

Queen World SA Pageant's title holders donated to

charities in Gauteng during this Pandemic to help

where they can.

I have a huge love nature and
passionate love for animals. If I could
I would love to give a loving home to
every stray animal, so that they can
be loved, fed, warm and safe.

You can't help everyone, but you can try to make a

difference in someone's life, be kind and humble and

do more than just exist; because I believe that if you

do good, good things will happen to you. Be your

own role model. I pride myself as an example to

young girls who was born and raised in a small town

by single parents like me, because you can't choose

your background but you define your future believe

in your dream and strive to be better you are here on

earth for a purpose.

I dream of impacting the World positively, and I

would love to have my own orphanage but in this

case the children will already be adopted by me. I

am also studying to become a Cardiologist to save

lives and bring a change into this world. I have had

the dream to be an ambassador of one of the

smallest and most vulnerable charities around me.

Modeling has taught me to be a strong independent

individual and to embrace myself, while dancing

taught me to enjoy what I do and to improvise when

something is forgotten because we are all human

and we all make mistakes. Make your mistakes, but

get up when you fall cause not every helping hand

wish you the best.

My moto in life would be: to be a star you have to

aim for the moon you would not have been here if

God does not have something for you in store,

Jeremiah 29:11. If have a vision make it a mission to

be successful in live.

Social media handles:

Instagram: @zeldine_voss2406

Facebook: @Zeldine voss

https://vosszeldine.weebly.com

What you need to know in 2021
Becoming a model is more than getting head

shots and photographs, it's about connecting to

real casting calls and auditions. Sadly, many

newer models think that having a portfolio is all a

modeling agency wants to see before signing you.

Like many beginner models, you will find out that is

not always that case.

When you are starting out, it is very important to

get real life experience on set. Whether that is

getting test shoots from local photographers,

doing TFP (trade for pictures) with photographs or

attending casting calls, this is very impressive to a

modeling scout. To become a model in 2021, it is

very different than it was in the past.

Modeling agencies around the 1980's would put

the time and effort to develop a model. Now,

modeling agents want the complete package. To

get started in modeling without help, it is important

to build up a base of support around you. This

includes starting an Instagram page and getting

likes and followers to show an agency or scout you

have a market.

5 Tips for Finding a Modeling Agency

Do your research - Treat this process as you would

dating. The goal is to find someone who’s a good

fit for you since this is the beginning of a

relationship, albeit a professional one. Start by

looking at available agencies in your area by

(literally) searching “modeling agencies in [your

city]” online.

Once you get a decent list of suitable “mates,”

you can start to delve further into each to see

which ones you could see yourself with. Look at the

clients and talent they currently work with and how

they accept submissions. Read online reviews and

check out their social media profiles, full

investigation style. Would you feel proud being

represented by them? If yes, then move forward!

Be prepared - Before submitting or showing up to

an open call, make a list of everything you could

need for both. There is nothing more frustrating

than sitting down to send out your submissions only

to find that you don’t have what they’re asking for.

Open calls will also require specific materials or

dress codes, so make sure you know what they’d

like to see before you arrive. Oftentimes, one of

those things will be a portfolio or a “comp card”

(composite card, also referred to as a “zed card”).

Don’t spend too much before you need to - The

photos you initially submit do not need to be

professional! Their purpose is to get you into a

meeting with an agency. They should not be

retouched or edited. Agents want to see you,

“flaws” and all—not a photoshopped, virtual

version. I’m not discouraging professional photos;

I’m merely pointing out that there’s a more

affordable option when you’re starting out. After

you’re signed, your new team will advise you

regarding new photos.

Be yourself - I know you’ve heard this one a

thousand times, but here it is again: be yourself.

When you’re shooting photos to submit or showing

up to an open call or casting, be exactly who you

were in the waiting room. (Or maybe the person

you are at home if waiting rooms make you

nervous.) These agents and casting directors have

already seen it all and, more importantly, you

don’t know what they’re looking for. Sometimes

they might not even know yet, so don’t try to figure

that out for them—that’s their job. Your job is to be

you!

Follow up - People get busy, especially agents. So

don’t be surprised or discouraged if you don’t hear

back right away. After a decent amount of time,

it’s completely appropriate to reach out and

thank them for meeting you and ask for an

update. Asking for feedback is another nice way

to remind them of you. This gives you the

opportunity to prove you can take constructive

criticism and has the added bonus of arming you

with tips to help you sharpen your skills for the

future, even if it isn’t with the same agency.

And now for a secret tip: be 

prepared to hear the word 

“no.” The rejection part of 

this industry can be difficult, 

but don’t let it get you 

down. Remember that you 

are strong and beautiful just 

as you are, with or without 

representation.

I sincerely hope these tips will aid in your journey to

finding an agent and taking the next step in your

career!



Performing Artist - Rapper LTD

My real name is Tshegofatso Ledwaba. I'm known as

Rapper LTD, which is my rap name. I'm an 18-year-

old rapper, fashionista, model, brand ambassador

and award nominee from Brits. I've been doing music

since 2015 when I was in Grade 7.

What has been the highlight of your career?

First highlight should be my first radio interview. I had

my first radio interview in 2019 and I don't treat it like

a simple thing, I was only 17. Then my second

highlight should be my first international feature. It is

something I never expected to happen too soon but

God is the greatest. There are few things that I

achieved, but those two that I mentioned are my top

highlights

Who are your biggest influences?

My biggest influences should be Cassper Nyovest

and Nasty C. With Cassper, I like how he carried his

name since he was known till this day. And that's

what I like about him the most. We see lot of artists

bringing heat in the industry for a year then vanish.

But with Cassper, it's a different story. And with Nasty

C, I like the fact that he's young but already rich. To

me, he achieved everything. He really inspires me to

be young and rich.

How have you developed your career?

Like I've mentioned that I started rapping in 2015, I

was never a fan of Hip Hop music growing up. I was

listening to House music and Pop. I started being

deep into hip hop in 2014 when Cassper Nyovest

released Doc Shebeleza and Gusheshe, since then I

was only listening to hip hop till now.

In 2015, I told myself that I think I finally discovered

something I love. I started picking up the pen and

started being creative. Back in primary, I was the only

Rapper, and in my hood in general. I was the

youngest rapper so I had all the attention. I pushed

myself until this day and right now I can say my

career is stable and there's a direction

What are you most proud of to date?

The one thing I'm proud of is that I never gave up.

Music industry is not easy like people assume. You

wake up to bad comments almost everyday and

you have to get used to it. I found challenges along

the way, but I parked the car and walk. I never

looked back. I always knew what I wanted and I

worked towards that and right now I feel like I'm

close to reach the GOAL.

If you were to completely start over again from day

dot, what would you do differently?

I would focus more on myself. Try top strategies and

stop underestimating/let people telling me how I

should run my music, learn more about music, get a

team and pay them to push my music. Work on

being International than forcing people to support

you in the Hood. It isn't a secret that 90% of people

from your hood will never support you.

What accomplishments do you see yourself

achieving in the next five to 10 years?

I just want to see myself owning a record label, which

is something I've already started. I have a mini studio

in my house and now I just need to buy the full

equipment and then register it - getting producers

and more female artists. This is because female artists

are not taken seriously. It isn't easy for them to

achieve their goals. So the aim is to help them. I also

want to have my own brand. I want celebrities to

wear my clothes and lastly, I want to be known

everywhere. From Africa to Europe to North/South

America to Asia.

Which skills have you gained that help you perform

effectively?

My first performance was in 2015 during our Farewell

Function where I had to perform for my teachers and

classmates. So to me, it was great seeing myself

performing for people I love, that helped me to

connect with people when I'm on stage. Even if they

don't know the song, I make sure I connect with them

and always smiling. I also perform for myself, looking

at the mirror. Probably my family think I'm going crazy

at times but that really helps

Tell me about your favorite performance in your

career.

My favorite performance was when I was performing

at Chisanyama. I was late and everybody was

expecting me because they listened to my radio

interview - so they wanted to see me in person. I

hopped of the car straight to the stage and people

started gathering to see me performing. After

performing, I got a lot of love. I didn't be arrogant, I

chilled with the fans after climbing off the stage and I

was proud of myself

What's your process for dealing with performance

anxiety?

Most artists take drugs before performing and to be

honest, I never experienced performance anxiety.

What would you do if you made a mistake during a

performance?

I'd continue performing. If I stop because of the

mistake, no one will ever invite me to perform no

more.. So you make a mistake, you move on doing

your thing.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Facebook page: Rapper LTD

Facebook account: Tshegofatso Béndíto Ledwaba

Instagram: @rapper_ltd_sa

Photographer Tanya van As
After moving to a farm just outside Port Elizabeth at

the age of 16, I starting taking photos with a

regular old school film camera and later an entry

level digital Fuji which was owned by my father. I

was later approached by friends to take portraits

of them and got paid! Later my passion for

photography grew and my need for better

equipment and hunger for experience grew along

with it.

For the love of all things beautiful I started doing all

my models hair and make up and included this

into my photography packages. To me, the best

part of photography is meeting new people and

being acknowledged in their memories and lives. I

missed this during the Covid19 pandemic.

Therefore, my 2021 goal is not to 
only grow in art form and skill, but 

also to meet more people and to be 
welcomed into their lives artistically.

Photo Credit: A Dreamerz Photography 

(my photography company)

Social media: @ADreamerzPhotography on 

Facebook & Instagram.

Make up and Hair done by Tanya van As



The downside to pageantry
“Mirror, mirror on the wall, 

who’s the prettiest of them 

all”- Of course, that young, 

thin girl with spotless skin 

which is so fair, has rosy lips 

and luscious hair.

Beauty pageants with their centuries-old traditions

have somehow managed to hold their position of

esteem even in 2020. Why are these contests so

glamorous? From what we see of Gal Gadot and

Aishwarya Rai, millions of girls enter beauty pageants

aspiring to win the golden ticket to a showbiz

opportunity. This promise of recognition and fame is

what aggrandizes these beauty contests.

These contests do provide a huge platform to the

candidates to present themselves in front of the

world and help them become leaders of tomorrow

but they do more damage than welfare. These

contests set unrealistic beauty standards for women

and often promote stereotypes. Many women who

aspire to participate and win in these beauty

pageants starve themselves everyday to become

thin and look pretty like their ideals who won the

beauty contest.

Development of eating disorders like bulimia has

become very common. These contests have

eligibility restrictions on age, marriage and

pregnancy.

Are Women who are married, have kids or have

passed their early 20s not beautiful enough? Not to

mention, the height bar set by these contests. What is

a 5’8 feet woman doing representing a country like

India, in an international beauty contest, where the

average height of a woman is 5 feet?

Titles like ‘miss sparkling eyes’, ‘miss beautiful smile’

and ‘miss flawless skin’ define how every physical

feature should look like. A big number of women

develop low self-esteem, give up loving themselves

and so many even become a victim of body

shaming that also leads to poor mental health just

because of these irrational quests to pedestalize a

certain body type.

Not just this, these contests unknowingly also promote

classism. With the top aspirants working out day and

night with personal trainers, nutritionists and other diet

experts, spending hours in the gym and having

expensive skin-care routines, people who cannot

afford these luxuries often wonder if beauty is meant

only for the rich since natural, god gifted bodies are

seldom appreciated.

With beauty contests being introduced at the level of

kids too, people are brainwashed with beauty

stereotypes at an extremely impressionable age. It is

very hard to take rejection so early in life. While adults

have a choice of walking around in a swimsuit on the

stage ‘displaying’ their confidence and sporting fake

tans, children are too young to make these decisions

independently. Unhealthy competition and a notion

of beauty which undervalues intelligence are

promoted.

Some pageants do include one or two rounds of

questioning but that doesn’t really take a person’s

intellect into account. As if this wasn’t enough there

are schools and institutes which train men, women

and children to become pageant ready. People are

taught to behave in certain manners and look a

certain way so that they fit into the beauty frame

designed by these pageants.

Sometimes, these pageants look like a façade of

good talk. When contestants are asked ‘what do

they want the most in the world?’, they usually say

something which is supposed to be good, like world

peace.

Later, with an exception of a few, these same, kind

beauty queens can be spotted in the glamour

industry trying to make it big instead of working for a

cause they were so passionate about. Where did

that compassion go?

Who actually benefits from these beauty pageants

because it is certainly not the masses. Beauty

contests work like money-making factories for the

organisers. High-end fashion labels, make-up brands

are promoted by an endorsement through

candidates. Nobody cares about the indigenous

beauties, the masses are just seen as a huge market

for these international companies to sell their

products to in exchange for a title given to a woman

who matches their ideals and makes their products

look desirable after winning.

Although beauty pageants are slowly changing their

track with racial diversity slowly becoming a part of

mainstream beauty, we still have a long way to go.

Justine Clarke, a beauty queen competing in the

pageant sitting on a wheelchair was an inclusive

move which was well appreciated. We must do

away with children’s beauty pageants, we should

allow them to become mature adults and let them

decide for themselves if they want to become a part

of such contests.

Redefining beauty is the need of the hour, we don’t

need girls starving themselves to fit in size zero dresses

to look beautiful. If beauty pageants become more

acceptant of people of all sizes, it would be a

revolutionary move bringing a pleasant change in

society. In the end, we should always remember that

beauty is meant for everyone and not just a

particular race, class or body type. Beauty being one

of the foremost parameters of self-worth should not

be limited and should be more inclusive for a happy

and healthy society.

Source: Youth Incorporated



Make-up with Viki Pienaar

When makeup is applied to the face it is done in a

way that accentuates a person’s best features.

There is many reasons why people wear makeup

and these reasons have scientific proof behind

them. They include things like looking younger,

having clearer-looking skin, seeming to be physically

fit and presenting features that encourage sexual

arousal.

We will begin to look at the various makeup

techniques and look into why they are applied. Why

do people war mascara? The answer lies in what it

does to the appearance to the eyes and then the

overall appearance. Mascara, eyeliners, and eye

shadows enhance the eyes and make them look

larger on the face. Blush accentuates the

cheekbones and makes them look higher and more

pronounced.

Make-up is used to enhance the look of our features

for the purpose of causing a response in others and

making us fell good about ourselves. However, like

an artist paints a painting, it is important to make

sure that the makeup artists paints a beautiful

portrait on the face. That is why it is so important to

learn effective techniques.

In this topic, we present some of the top makeup

techniques that are used for the lips, eyes, and skin

and why they are so powerful. The red lip is a sign of

prowess, assertiveness, and authority. There have

been studies conducted on the male response and

perception of women wearing red lipsticks.

A man in general is pulled into a woman’s lips when

they first meet. Hence the reason why biting or

licking the lips is a way to grab a man’s attention.

Studies show that the brains of men interpret larger

eye’s and fuller lips with higher levels of estrogen.

Men think that women with larger eyes are better

mates.

Therefore, by creating the Bambi-eyed look using

makeup, you can attract the nurturing impulses in

men. They dote on you and that is the best way to

get them wrapped around your finger. Back in

Roman times, a sign of enhancement, desire, and

purity was a set of full and luscious curled lashes.

It was thought that the eyelashes of a woman would

fall out after they had many sexual encounters.

Therefore, woman needed to have lush lashes to

prove their chastity. Health and beauty go hand and

hand. The first thing that you notice when you look at

someone is their skin, lips, and eyes. Skin that is

glowing and cheeks that are rosy, portrays health

and youth.

The rosy cheeks give a sense of innocence, beauty,

and sensuality. The best makeup artist can find ways

to hide imperfections and create a clear canvas for

their work. You can cover up your imperfections with

a good concealer and foundation, however it can

do more than just that. It gives your skin a youthful

look. It makes your face look clear and blemish free,

which translates into health as well.

Over the course of a year and with the changing

seasons, your skin color tends to fade and become

lighter. Keep this in mind when you are applying

foundation. You want to be able to blend it in nicely

into the neck. That is why it can be difficult to create

the look that you are going for and need to practice

and enhance your skills. Women of all ages partake

in the use of cosmetics to enhance their

appearance.

Makeup artistry includes the simple natural look, the

night club look, and something more drastic. The skill

comes when the makeup artist creates the look that

the client is looking for. You need to work with your

client’s bone structure, skin tone, and facial shape.

Women of all ages partake in the use of cosmetics to

enhance their appearance. An older woman tends

to wear makeup to capture her youth and a

younger woman wears it to give her a confidence

boost. Much of our health and mood come from our

perception of ourselves.

It is likely that advertisements of celebrities with their

perfect complexion started the feelings of

inadequacy that leads many people to not be able

to leave the house without doing their makeup first.

However, the history behind makeup far exceeds

modern fashion and television. Some studies have

looked at the use of makeup as a way to cover up

an imperfection. However, this may be something

that only applies to part of the woman who wear

makeup.

Main Points:

Beauty and makeup is done in a way that

accentuates a person’s best features. People wear

makeup to look younger, have clearer-looking skin.

Makeup is not just about physical enhancement; it is

about psychological enhancement as well. Makeup

has the ability to transform the face and to make

someone look younger. It can hide our imperfections

and accentuate our best features. Researchers

contend that people are born with natural detectors

of beauty, as part of our inherent biological drive to

propagate. A symmetrical, youthful face is more

attractive than an older one, for example, as it

reflects a superior potential mate.

• Mascara, eyeliners, and eye shadows enhance

the eyes and make them look larger on the face.

• Blush accentuates the cheekbones and makes

them look higher and more pronounced.

• Lipstick enhances the plump lips and make them

more defined.

• Foundation and concealers portray smooth skin

and emulate youth.

Someone with basic knowledge of makeup can

enhance their attributes. However, a makeup artist

can totally transform a person by accentuating

every attribute. Celebrities utilize the best makeup

artist in the world. To create a perfect persona for

the world to see, pretty much every time they go

outside.

There has been studies conducted on the male

response and perception of women wearing red

lipstick. Men will spend 7.3 seconds more looking at a

woman’s lips when they are wearing red lipstick.

Studies show that men’s brains interpret larger eyes

and fuller lips with higher levels of estrogen and

hence better potential mating partners.

Full lashes and big eyes are desired look for many

people. The first thing that you notice when you look

at someone is their skin, lips, and eyes. Skin that is

glowing and cheeks that are rosy, portrays health

and youth. Rosy cheeks give a sense of innocence,

beauty, and sensuality. Blush also accentuates the

cheekbones and makes then look higher.

You can cover up imperfections with a good

concealer and foundation. They fill in fine lines and

wrinkles and present clean and glowing skin.

Foundation works well when it is matched with your

skin color, which may be different during different

times of the year. Skill is there when the makeup artist

is able to create the look the client wants.

There will be times when clients want to look natural

for a photo shoot, look like a runway model ore

achieve an artistic effect. You will need to work with

you client’s particular bone structure, skin tone and

facial features. The main reason clients want to wear

makeup, is to enhance their nicer features and

shadow or hide their worse ones. This is where

corrective makeup techniques come into play.

Clients not only wear makeup to look better, but to

feel better about themselves.

www.vikipienaar.co.za

http://www.facebook.com/vikipienaarmakeupartist

www.instagram.com/viki_pienaar_makeup_artist/

http://www.facebook.com/artistrywithvikipienaar

https://viki2makeup.edublogs.org/

WhatsApp: 076-672-7430



Amara Couture – Jane & Carmen 

Established in 2019, our brand was started with the

vision that every woman deserves to feel beautiful,

and thus, Amara was created. Amara, meaning

eternally beautiful, perfectly sums up our label and

what we want for each and every client. Through

hard work and dedication, we as co-owners strive to

make every client’s dream dress a reality.

After studying together for 3 years, from 2015-2018 at

North West School of Design, designers Carmen and

Jane both have a Level 2 Certificate in

Apparel/Fashion Design and a Level 2 Diploma in

Apparel Fashion Design.

Between them they have certificates in a broad

spectrum of the creative field, including

Photography, Visual Merchandising, Fashion Makeup

and Graphic Design.

After focusing on Couture garments for a year and a

half, they have decided to additionally expand into

a ready-to-wear fashion line, including stunning

pieces suitable for every occasion, size or budget.

We strive to go above and beyond to

create our breathtakingly creative

collections. As a team we will make

sure that your expectations are not

just met, but exceeded.

We would like to tell all young designers – that even

though you might be from a small town, or might not

have all the resources available to others / the

exposure that others have, it is still possible to make

your mark in the fashion industry. Just keep

dreaming!

• Matric Farewell Dresses

• Wedding Dresses

• Mother of the Bridal Party Outfits

• Bridesmaids

• Ready to Wear

• Special Occasions

CONTACT

http://amara-couture.business.site/

amaracouture.2019@gmail.com
Contact: Jane - 073 122 1750 / 

Carmen - 076 552 4657

Facebook –

https://www.facebook.com/amaracouture.2019

Instagram - @amaracouture.2019

Since I was a little I always

enjoyed pictures, anything from

high fashion to breathtaking

landscapes. Having artist blood I

have a passion for creative

photography and am learning

the ropes to be a fine art

photographer and retoucher.

I currently work as a 
amateur photographer 

based in Pretoria 
shooting anything from 

landscapes, portfolio 
shoots and special 

occasions. 

My Facebook Photography 

page is at Lindi Eksteen 

Photography. 

Email at 

lindieksteenyogalatis@gmail.com 

Photographer Lindi Eksteen



The Talented Chrissy J de Beer

My name is Chrissy J de Beer. I’m 9 years old and I’m

from the East Rand. I love being in front of the

camera or on stage seeking to entertain. I will attend

IMTA (International Model and Talent Association)

during July 2021 in New York City as a quadruple-

threat artist (acting, modeling, singing and dancing).

In January 2021 I released my debut song called

“High Five” which can be downloaded on Spotify,

iTunes, YouTube, ect.

I’m super excited to start working on my second

song. I never give up and are always ready for a

challenge. My social media handles can be located

on www.chrissyjdebeer.com.

What has been the highlight of your career?

The highlight of my career was definitely when I

performed my debut song, called “High Five” live on

stage as an Alumni at the 10th Annual Arts and

Talent Showcase held at Silverstar Casino by

33andMe Talent Agency in 2020.

Who are your biggest influences?

My biggest influences are actresses that also started

at a young age that can entertain through singing,

dancing and acting like Dove Cameron and Ariana

Grande

How have you developed your career?

I have developed my career by grabbing every

opportunity coming my way. I believe that when

God opens a door, I need to go through it fearlessly. I

attend a lot of training, workshops and practice

sessions and try to stay focused. It’s very important to

listen to the advise given to you by industry leaders

and to implement it.

What are you most proud of to date?

My proudest moment so far was when I saw that I

actually inspired other youngsters my age doing a

TikTok challenge on my “High Five” song.

If you were to completely start over again from day

dot, what would you do differently?

If I had to start all over, I wouldn’t change a thing.

From day one I was eager to learn new things and

better my talent on a daily basis and that’s exactly

what I’m still doing and loving every second doing it.

What accomplishments do you see yourself

achieving in the next five to 10 years?

I believe if it’s God’s Will I can aim high and become

an actress starring in my own sitcom one day and in

the next five years my first Music Album will be

released.

Which skills have you gained that help you perform

effectively?

Skills to manage my anxiety before a performance

like breathing exercises and off course by being on

time, prepared and ready for action.

Tell me about your favorite performance in your

career.

My favorite performance so far was when I

performed “High Five” live at a holiday resort in

Umhlanga during the December holiday and it was

epic when the guests and their children got up and

started clapping, dancing and singing with me.

What's your process for dealing with performance

anxiety?

Dealing with performance anxiety is very important.

The first thing I do is pray, take my time to do

breathing exercises and tongue twisters. My

confidence level rise by 100% after doing that.

What would you do if you made a mistake during a

performance?

Making mistakes while performing is every artists worst

fear. It happened to me a few times already. I

pretended that it didn’t happen and carried on

performing as if nothing happened. I have also

learned how to improvise. Haha

What advice would you have for someone wanting to

follow in your footsteps?

I would advise to first figure out WHAT it is you would

like to achieve. Set goals, do your homework

regarding industry leaders and trends. Work hard and

never give up.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

You can contact 33andMe Talent Agency on 011)

039 2481 or my “Momager“ on 0828146122

Audrey Boniwell Photography

“My Art – My wand, my camera and 
understanding that imperfections 

make us beautiful.”

Born in the quaint coastal town of Port Shepstone in

the province of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, Audrey

was lucky enough to spend most of her young life

with her grandparents. She was taught to play

barefoot, love animals and to always say please and

thank you- shaping the way she sees the world

around her.

Audrey believes in kindness and empathy - She

knows that a smile is the tool we’ve been given to

connect with others, and she is not afraid to use hers.

Her philosophy in life is that magic can happen, it’s

just a matter of finding your wand.

Not only is she extremely passionate about high

quality portrait and wedding photography, she has

extensive experience in photographing events,

matric farewells, boudoir as well as family and

lifestyle images, all in her signature style.

Audrey is drawn to vibrant personalities and colours.

She has the ability to capture the big and bold as

well as softness and understated elegance, truly

capturing the essence of what’s in front of her lens at

any given time.

She prides herself on her attention to detail, exquisite

lighting as well as high-end retouching- ensuring that

her clients receive only the best results.

Audrey Boniwell Photography

+27-79-506-5213

audrey@audreyboniwell.co.za

Instagram: @audrey_boniwell_photography

Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/audreyboniwell.co.za
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Gabriel Mc Creadie, a.k.a African BigMac

Hi there, my name is Gabriel Mc Creadie, a.k.a

African BigMac. I am a 20 year old artist born and

raised in Johannesburg and I have been using

photography as an art medium for 6 years now as

well as working as a Professional photographer for 3

years. My favorite genre of art is Fine art and

conceptual art. (Mommy I made it !!)

My plans for this year and what I would like to

accomplish -

These are trying times for artists all around the world,

but regardless of circumstance, creatives will

continue to create.

For personal benefit I would like to 
fine tune my Photoshop skills for 

composite artworks and broaden my 
knowledge in Fine Art as well as get a 
deeper understanding of how colour 

plays a role in artworks.

For professional benefit I would 
absolutely adore a role on a creative 
team, agency or sponsor as well as to 
work with more influential people and 

brands.  Also mirrorless, I need to 
upgrade at some point before my 

back falls apart. 

You can view the rest of my work on Instagram 

@African.BigMac or on my website 

AfricanBigmac.com.

Social Media links -

Model - https://www.instagram.com/monstertique/

Photographer -

https://www.instagram.com/african.bigmac/

Studio assistant -

https://www.instagram.com/candi.xo/



Interview - Tanya Meissenheimer

My name is Tanya Meissenheimer, I am 26 years old

and a mommy of a beautiful 3 year old girl. I am a

3rd year Law student and an Intern Estate Agent.

Fitness model, I won't go that far. I am someone that

loves to exercise. Last year, 2020, I was going about

my normal routine, before the pandemic struck

South Africa, when one of the fitness trainers

approached me, planting the seed that I needed

to compete.

Well that was the start of my journey. I started

approaching people in this field, and started to look

at different fitness competitions. Most people that I

spoke to told me that I needed to get myself spray

tanned to get use to the look. If you know me, You

will know that if I want something done, I want it

done now. I phoned all of the spray tan companies

and came about Go Brown, they could help me still

on the same day.

Long story short, the lady that sprayed me; her

husband was one of the chair people of INBA, they

wanted me to compete for them, due to the fact

that I got my results 100% natural. I was very excited,

they helped me with everything, but due to the

pandemic I never got around to compete. The

competition was cancelled, so I never competed

and it looks like I will only be competing on the 20th

of March 2021.

Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

My mornings usually start around 6h30. Before I drop

my little girl at school, it is all about getting

everything done for her. Packing her school bag,

making sure our house is in order and sorting out our

dogs. Around 8am, I have completed my check list

and off we go to school.

When I get back home I usually do a YouTube class,

or go for a jog. That can keep me busy for at least

90min. This was all different before COVID-19 was

our new reality and I contracted it. Unfortunately I

don't visit any public gym at the moment. Thereafter

I will have my cup of coffee and make sure to drink

my vitamins.

What might you eat in a typical working day for ...

Breakfast:

To be quite honest I have never been a person that

can eat a big breakfast. Normally I will quickly grab

a banana or a yogurt to start off my day. If I have a

bit more time, I will make myself oats. I love porridge.

Lunch:

My lunch is my big meal during the day. I will make

myself a nice sandwich or even eat leftovers from

the previous night.

If I am on the road or busy with clients, I will treat

myself with a Woolworths egg sandwich.

Dinner:

My dinner normally consists of some protein and

vegetables.

Is nutrition important to you?

Definitely, after I had my baby girl, I got so busy

during the day that I forgot to eat. It really messed

with my body. After exercising and experimenting

with different "diets", seeing how it can change your

body, one really sees what nutrition does and how

important it is.

Are you a calorie counter?

Absolutely not, I just believe moderation is the

correct way to go. Eating something that you enjoy,

and thinking about the calories, I really can't see

how that can be fun for anybody.

Best meal ever?

This is a really difficult question... It would be

impossible to only choose one, but everytime I eat

pork belly at a restaurant, it never seems to

disappoint.

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

Pastries, I love it. If you really want to spoil me, buy

me a cronut.

Have you ever been on a diet? If so, how did it go?

No, before I was going to compete, I was a bit more

strict with eating processed sugars, but I believe due

to the fact that I did not take anything completely

out of my "diet" it was easier..

Do you have a daily exercise regime?

No, I like to change it up, I have learned that your

body gets use to certain exercises, so if you don't

change it up, your body stays the same.

On a scale of one to 10, how fit do you think you are;

how fit would you like to be?

I was very fit before I contracted COVID-19 in

December 2020. It most definitely impacted my

fitness in a sense where I get out of breath faster

now, but that does not stop me, it motivates me to

get back to where I was, and when I get back on

that level again I will appreciate it so much more.

Best tip for everyday fitness?

Listen to your body! I can't emphasize this enough.

Do you have a memory from school sport / PE days

you would rather forget?

Yes, I remember one day at Netball practise, we

were taking a break to go drink water, and the one

girl that was in my team, made a comment about

my legs. Even though I think back today and think it

was actually a compliment, it made me feel very

insecure and alone at that moment, It felt that one

of my assets made me an outcast.

Best health advice you were ever given and would

pass on to others?

Don't push your body if you need to rest, because

you may not feel the damage now, but it will catch

up with you when you are older. My fiancé actually

told me this, and If I look at older athletes, this is so

true.

Who would you try to emulate in terms of

fitness/attitude to life?

I follow a lot of fitness models on Facebook. They are

all inspirational in a different way. Emily Skye, that

girl keeps it real, Michelle Lewin, well she always

motivates her fans by her achievements and Kelsey

Wells, I love her body weight exercises... I won't be

able to choose one.

I love them all, and I respect them, because I really

know the hard work it takes to keep your body in a

certain shape.

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

I could not help laughing at this question, but this

answer was easy, my 3 year old and series! Don't

watch Strong it is addictive!

Would you say you have a healthy attitude towards

your own mortality?

I believe so, life gets hard sometimes, but I find and

have something worth living for each day.

What were the major milestones that gave you that

"extra" motivation boost?

To be quite honest there are a few, the day I ran my

first half marathon, the day that my little girl was

born, everytime I get exam results back, and see

what I am made of, I think I have motivational

boosts daily in my life - it these little moments in time

that keeps us moving forward.

What keeps you motivated?

I have very high expectations for myself so that

motivates me everyday and if I look at my daughter

and see what I created and what God blessed me

with? How can't I stay motivated to become the

best version of myself.

What are your future dreams and goals?

I want to win a fitness competition. I want to

become one of the best family lawyers that ever

existed. I want to be my daughter's hero and I want

to touch people's lives positively by something I

do/did in my life.

What are some of the most common mistakes

people make when they want to build muscle?

I think most people think they can go to the gym

and see results overnight. Building muscle is hard

work, it means being consistent and following a

balanced diet that works for your body type.

Do you have any tips for someone who is looking to

compete in your sport?

Don't let people talk you into using supplements,

that is not necessary. Natural is always the best way

to go. It must be a lifestyle change for the better.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

I don't like to be contacted by strangers, but they

can follow me on Instagram.



Fitness Interview - Nhlanhla Dube

My name is Nhlanhla Wayne Dube. My fitness journey

has been quite amazing and difficult. We all know

that the hardest part is the beginning. Just like every

Fitness Model, I started small and it wasn't easy, but

with all the dedication that I had in me, I knew that

this path wouldn't be easy.

I had to be Persistent and not give up, even though I

had fall backs at times, I told myself that I had to get

up and work out as twice as before. And now here I

am, still fighting on to fulfil my dreams and goals with

all the potential that I have.

Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

Early Morning I stretch my body, then do some sit-

ups, and push-ups.

What might you eat in a typical working day for ...

· Breakfast? Sandwich with Rooibos Tea

· Lunch? Cheese Pasta with Mince

· Evening meal? Spaghetti with chicken breasts

Is nutrition important to you?

Nutrition is very important as it plays a high important

role in gaining muscle and staying lean.

Are you a calorie counter?

I don't usually count my Calories, as I don't have

specific Machine to help me count my Calories.

Best meal ever?

Spaghetti mixed Chicken breasts and creamed milk.

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

I do have a Guilty pleasure as sometimes I tend to

eat Junk meals for cheat day, I realise that

sometimes junk meals add on to some part of the

muscles.

Have you ever been on a diet? If so, how did it go?

I have never been on a diet.

Do you have a daily exercise regime?

Yes I do have a daily exercise routine, As I work out at

home I do 300 push-ups and 150 sit-ups, each set I do

about 20-25 reps and rest 30 seconds between the

sets.

On a scale of one to 10, how fit do you think you are;

how fit would you like to be?

From scale 1-10 I rate myself 7/10,I wish to get to at

least 9/10.

Best tip for everyday fitness?

I believe when working out sometimes its best when

you push yourself to the limit for instance forced reps

can add on to bigger muscles.

Do you have a memory from school sport / PE days

you would rather forget?

Yes I do, Sport I didn't like so much was running, as

wasn't good at it, I'd always come out last.

Best health advice you were ever given and would

pass on to others?

Best health advise I was given was when cooking

never be afraid to add enough salt on your food, As

salt helps transport protein to the muscles so it will

play a role of a catalyst.

Best health advice you were ever given and would

pass on to others?

I believe young people need more 
motivation to stay fit and Healthy, As it 

will play a role in their future of 
becoming men.

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

Sometimes what keeps me awake is my planning of

my future goals, as I think what if, What could've and

what could be? But I often get enough sleep as it

helps to rest the muscles.

Would you say you have a healthy attitude towards

your own mortality?

I wouldn't say that I have healthy mortality toward

my own attitude because sometimes I would to buy

healthy meals and I cannot afford to those meals

and I tend to eat Junk meals often.

What were the major milestones that gave you that

"extra" motivation boost?

The major milestones that gave me the motivations

boost were that If someone can do it, Why can't I?

Nothing is ever easy to begin with, But with every

push and every step of the way I will get there, If

someone can do it so can I.

What keeps you motivated?

My motivation is man called "ulliles world" I usually

follow his work out routines, But sometimes I create

my own, So that I can be different on my own.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

My future goal and dreams are quite interesting, My

goal is to be in front of a fitness Magazine to tell

people about my fitness Journey, And Billboards are

dreams that I plan to work hard on and fulfil them.

What are some of the most common mistakes made

when someone is trying to build muscle and/or get

ripped?

The worse mistakes people do is they think that

muscle can be grown within a week or month, And

they tend to use supplements that cannot be

recommended for specific workout or muscle at

certain period of time.

Do you have any tips for someone who is looking to

compete in your sport?

If there's anyone who would love to attain in this

industry, I would advise them to start small, for each

day the weight gets lighter, add on to what you can

lift and test your limits, Remember, Forced reps add

on to bigger muscles.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

If you need to contact me, my details are as follows: 

Email: nhlanhlawayne27@gmail.com 

Instagram handles: @wayne_drew_jamal 

Facebook: Nhlanhla Wayne Drew Jamal

Contacts: 0780069659

Photo credit: Photo City by Livingstone Sibuyi

Social media: Instagram: @ billybrown_sa

Facebook: Billy Brown 

Twitter: @ billybrownsa

Founder & CEO of ABM Foundation together with my co -

partner Mr Admire Mohlala

Projects:

• Mr Teen Mpumalanga & Mr Mpumalanga

• Sunrise Women Awards

• Mpumalanga Men's Achievement Awards

• South African Ultimate Top Models

• Miss Teen Hazyview & Miss Hazyview

Pageant Judge: I have judges the following Pageants:

• Miss Mamelodi Sundowns

• Miss Teen Globe Tourism SA

• Mrs Mpumalanga

• Face Of Emalahleni

Billy Brown was born in Mpumalanga Province in

Hazyview, grew up in Kensington Johannesburg. I was

raised by my Sister Gift Mpho Silubane.

I am the 4th child of Onica Sondlane Silubane... my

beautiful mom was blessed with 12 children.

2021 I am looking forward to the 5th 

year celebration of Sunrise Women 

Awards. We usually host the Awards 

1st week of August and also I am 

looking forward to grow as a person 

and also to develop more skills in 

the modelling industry.

SUNRISE WOMEN AWARDS are about honoring pioneering

Spirited women that are doing their best to make change

in our society. It involves women's with style.

http://www.abmfoundation.org.za/

0724372322 / 0837505500

info@abmfoundation.org.za

https://www.instagram.com/sunrisewomenawards/

https://www.facebook.com/Sunrise-Women-Awards-

459830937540627

Billy Brown  - Event Specialist
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Make-up: Private M Collection makeup 
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Dianay (Photo left)

Hair: Dunette du Plessis

Photographer: Nadia Myburgh –

Kuruman

Modelling school: MC Models

Kathu

I love my family and
without Jesus we
cannot do anything.

Klaredyn (Photo left)

Photo credit: Johanette Erasmus

Bio/story: For February, tell us about

your plans for this year and what

you hope to accomplish. Tell us

what you like about modeling. High-

resolution photo required for THE

PORTRAIT BOOK as it goes on full

page. This means the photo must be

3 megabytes or more for printing

purposes.

Tlotlo (Photo right)

Instagram: @gomo_more

In February, I'm looking forward to

the schools reopening as I cant

wait to be in a new class and to

see my friends again. I also cant

wait to meet my new teacher and

classmates.

I will be celebrating the month of

love with my family. We will be

having a all red themed picnic in

celebration of Valentines day.

Talented Child Models South - Africa

Ameria (Photo right)

Photographer: S.Fourie Photography

Agency: Vogue Catwalk models Meyerton

My name is Ameria Fourie. I am one of three children,

with an older sister and a younger brother. Yes, I am the

middle child. My Favorite colour is Pink and Purple. I love

pineapple on pizza! I am also a Mayonnaise freak! I still

believe unicorns poop rainbows!

I love to dress extraordinarily. Because when fit in when

you were born to stand out? I'm a very humble and kind

soul. I believe life is a boomerang, and that dreams don't

work unless you do.

Always stay true to yourself. Have courage and be kind.

Lethabo (Photo left)

Instagram: @gomo_more

I'm only 3 years old and I
placed 2nd princess Miss
Valentine 2020. I'm looking
forward doing more
competitions this year and
placing.

I will be celebrating February with my

family. We will be celebrating love

with a red and white themed picnic.

Chanka (Photo left)

Chanka is a 9 year old full of smiles, joy and

love kind of girl, she love’s life, has many

things to be grateful for, always making

people smile and sprinkling a little kindness

where ever she goes.

She believes that a smile is
contagious and sharing that
with people and brightening at
least one persons day makes
her heart HAPPY.

Esme (Photo right)

Agency: Ace models international Rustenburg

Location: Northwest South Africa

Credit: All things naise photography

I'm Esme I'm fun-loving and care for those nearest and dearest

to me. I'm 8years old soon to be 9.I've been doing modeling for

a year now and going for my second year and still adore doing

it. I love just being a girly girl. Having fun with my friend ,family

and my modelling teachers. When I grow up I would love to

become a professional model and a doctor a paediatrician.

Helping all the sick babies .

The past year was quit interesting and I had to stay indoors an

awful lot. My hopes and dreams for this year, yet it may be

uncertain what may lay ahead is to do good. To give more than

I receive, because living is giving. I want to work harder ,bigger

and better in my modeling field. To give my best in achieving

my goal.

My hopes for this year is for every young girl
out there. The hope to always exercise more
courage. To soar confidently in your own sky.
Because each girl is unique and beautiful.

Damian (Photo left)

Damian has a bubbly
personality. He is so photogenic
and has a gorgeous smile
which light up instantly.

I think he would be a good model. photo

credit goes to his mom Christelle Bester.

Janica (Photo left)

Photograph: Natasha Swanepoel Photography

I love to take part in photogenic competitions. I have won

a lot of titles and prizes already. In 2021 I will be continuing

to enter photogenic competitions and hopefully win a few.

When I'm older, I want to do modeling. I
love dancing and playing with my friends.

Lanika (Photo right)

Photo credit: BB Photography Kathu

Modelling School: MC Models Kathu

My dream for this year is to help elderly people to

make their lives easier. I want to collect the goods

on their wish list or just give them a present.

Jamie (Photo right)

Modeling School: ACE Models Polokwane

Photo credit: Zonnebloem Photography

My plans for 2021 is to start entering model competitions

and would like to see my photos in a top magazine..
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Photo credit: MSC Cruise liners – Symphonia



Chelldrie (Photo left)

Agency: Vogue Catwalk Models East Rand

I am a proud Vogue Catwalk modeI. I started doing modeling

from the age of 2. I am the Ambassador for Mimmo's South-

Africa as well as National Supermodel RSA. I have won several

competitions and have a few titles behind my name. I have

won talent Africa at the age of 2 and walked away with a

New -York scholarship. Because of my age and the fact that I

was to young I could not go.

I love doing charity work, it gives me the opportunity to

understand and giving back to the community and not just

always receiving.

I am currently busy with a back to school project where I

collect old school shoes that is still in a good condition and

giving it to the kids in need.

I am also doing "The Jar of hope" project where I ask the

community for empty coffee bottles where I put dried soup

mix and rice in. This gets handed over to different primary

schools for the families that are suffering during the pandemic

and where parents have lost their jobs and have no food.

I would like to be scouted by agencies who can can give me

the opportunity to show my talents, to be able to promote the

agency by doing adverts, play in music videos or even in a

movie. I love dancing and acting.

My plans for the year is to raise enough money to be able to

buy as many wheelchairs as possible. There are so many

people with disabilities and kids that are struggling to and

need them urgently.

My motto in life is to live and love for today
because tomorrow is never promised.

Tyrique (Photo right)

Photo credit: Judy Sykes

I'm 4 years old, crazy about water

activities and like to play. I'm the

youngest of 3 children. I love

taking pictures with my mom.

When I grow up, I would like to do

modeling because I love taking

pictures. Next year I will be

attending school. I'm very excited

for that but for now I am staying

at home with mom and helping

her with the business.

Seth (Photo right)

Photo credit: MVH Photography

I am a six year old little boy, a little shy,

who is starting Grade one this year. My

7th birthday is on the 28th of July 2021.

My favourite food is noodles and

chicken pops. I enjoy playing outside

with my friends and I enjoy playing

rugby with my friends.

I have a little brother whom I love very

much and I have a little sister on the

way.

Mia-nè ( Photo left)

Photo credit: BB Photography

Hair: Marizanne Coetzee

Modelling School: MC Models – Kathu

I have entered little Miss Petite this
year from SACOPA, I wish to win a
ticket to Hollywood! I also am Little
Miss Northern Cape 2021 , Age
category 4-6 years.

Lienke( Photo left)

Photo credit: BB Photography

Hair: Marizanne Coetzee

Modelling School: MC Models –

Kathu

I will start my first year of school

in February in gr RR.

I am also going to collect cans

to help my mommy with her

project.

Skylar (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Chanelle Claassens

Skylar is a vibrant 4 year old with a beautiful heart and she

is extremely loving and thoughtful. She is a little chatter

box and can explain the smallest thing in the most

meticulous detail.

She is crazy about Frozen and often play with Princess Elsa

and Anna, mimicking full conversations at which time she

will dress up, wear her crown and shoes and be the

princess in the house.

This year she will start Grade RR in “big”
school in as she refers to it and is
extremely excited to go. She also loves
drawing, colouring and painting. She
loves dressing up and in front of the
camera she is a natural.

Hayley ( Photo left)

Photo Credit: Malla’s Photography

This year I’d like to be the best
“me” I can be. Have more
fun, no matter where it is,
laugh some more and lend a
hand to those in need.

Ian ( Photo left)

He is 3 years old, love rugby he is very

active boy, love to help others. He has

a big love for animals, and a big love

for fishing. He is a outdoor boy. Very

intelligent a very quick learner.

Ian is the only child, but
loves to interact with other
kids.

Ernest (Photo right)

I'm 8 years old going to grade 2. I strive to

do my best and to get good marks with

the help of my mom. I can do anything I

put my mind to.

Elizma (Photo right)

I'm a grade 4 learner who does her best in school

putting my mind to work for what I want. being the

best I can be. I love who I am and really want to be

more. Being a model is one of my biggest dreams.

Talented Child Models South - Africa
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Photo credit: Michal Calla Viljoen

Make-up: René Viljoen

Hair Stylist: Melissa Syffert

Facebook: @vfurstenburg

Instagram: @vernetherese_furstenburg



McKenzi-Lee (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Temieke Streicher

This year my biggest goal is to work hard so I can

become a better version of myself as well as

growing as a model, but most importantly -

making a difference wherever I go. Modeling

taught me many things, especially stepping out

of my comfort zone and also using my platform to

make a difference in the lives of others in need.

In a time like this, with the ongoing pandemic - I

believe it's especially important that we help

those in need. And I hope to inspire others to also

be the change and make a difference. I believe

this world will be a better place if we all loved

each other like we love our family.

Rochè ( Photo left)

Photo credit: Bronwyn Katzke

Rochè want to do a food drive for our
local feral care. He does this every 2nd
year for his birthday. He also wants to
open a YouTube channel for his online
games.

Xanetté (Photo left)

This year I want to learn to color in nicely and to

tie my own hair. I can count to 20 and make

coffee and tea. I started ballet lessons and doing

my level 1 at my ballet school, I am very excited.

Purple is my favorite color and a black horse is my

favorite animal. I'm my baby sister's best friend

and love her very much, my oldest sister is my role

model and I do everything she does, she's terribly

beautiful to me. I'm saving my money this year for

our Mozambique holiday, I want to buy myself a

new costume and sunglasses.

I want to be explored by an
agency.

Mieke (Photo right)

Photo credit: Kylie Merrick

Modelling coach: Louise Haughton

Mieke is a fun filled, loving, ambitious, friendly and caring 6 year

old girl. She is very excited to go to grade 1 and she can’t wait

to be part of all the school activities. Mieke loves sports,

dancing, modelling and has a passion for fashion. She is an

enthusiastic girl who loves the outdoor and she is always eager

to explore new things.

Mieke has participated in a number of modelling showcases

and love photography. Her dream is to become a model and

dancer and she would also like to teach children in the industry

when she grows up.

This is only the beginning of Mieke’s modelling career. She has a

bright and promising future. She is a real go getter with a lot of

potential.

Currently training at Figures Models Finesse International Brits.

Chriché ( Photo left)

Photo Credit: Bianca Janse van Rensburg

My name is Chriché and I am so excited to be starting my

Grade 2 year at Laerskool Elspark. I love being back at school

because I get to see my friends and take part in activities.

I love learning new skills and performing. In 2020 I joined The

Playhouse Acting Studio and had the privilege to be part of a

student film. This only sparked my love for being in front of the

camera even more.

Summer is my favorite season as I get to
swim and enjoy all that nature has to offer.

I love helping people and if I could change one thing in the

world it would be that everybody looks out for each other.

I may only be 7 years old but I believe that I can make a

difference in my community. I do this by means of a small act:

picking up litter. I hope to encourage my friends and people

around me to look after our home, if we don’t do it who will?

Layla (Photo right)

“Warrior princess with the heart of a black Jaguar” Layla is a

young feisty girl with the heart of a Black Jaguar. Self-

confidence is her filter as she embrace her natural beauty.

There is nothing more beautiful than observing when she goes

out of her way to make life beautiful for wild animals and her

friends. She can be described as the warrior princess that will

stand for those without a voice

especially wildlife.

A short interview with Layla “One of my biggest goals for 2021 is

to better my long distance running times for 2 km which is the

current distance for my age.

I would love to run for our national team and pushing hard with

my training to achieve that.

As this is my Grade 4 year I will be working hard to excel in my

favorite subject which is mathematic and off course when we

will back at normal school ... I will push hard in Netbal and

Soccer.

2021 would see me doing some wildlife
courses as I am an huge animal lover and my
dream is to be a Wildlife Veterinarian and
Game Ranger.”

Gemma ( Photo left)

Gemma is fun loving has an

amazing personality, she loves

her baby brother, she loves

Baking with her Mommy.

She spends a lot of time in the

swimming pool, swimming

with her cousins. She has

started Gr1 this year which

she is enjoying very much.

Luhan (Photo right)

Photo credit: Kuschke Botha

Luhan is a bit shy but,
but he loves the beach
and swimming.

He is a helpful little boy and

loves to live in his imagination.

Abigail (Photo right)

Photographer: Craig Gissing Photography

Facebook Craig Gissing Photography

I really loved the festive season as the Christmas lights were

beautiful and I got to go to the sea and also see my Nan.

Despite the Corona Virus, I a really looking
forward to going back to school to see all my
friends and teachers again.

Talented Child Models South - Africa
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Photographer: Du Triou Photography 

Social media: 

https://www.facebook.com/dutriouphotography/

Agency: Vogue Catwalk Meyerton



Mbaliyethu 
(Photo left)

Photo Credit: Buluta

Images 

Social media  Amanda 

Semetu

accomplishments for this

year would be to start

school , continue with

gym classes and to also

continue modeling

because I'm photogenic

“

Xanellé (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Xania White

I want to learn to read and write this year, I can write my

name and count to 30 and back. I have a great passion for

ballet and am currently doing level 3 at my dance school. I

also want to start the year with horse riding lessons. Pink is my

favorite color and my favorite food is pasta. I love animals

very much, a horse is my favorite animal.

I am also a little chef in our house and always help my mum to

make food, I can already bake pancakes, cookies and many

other delicious dishes. I want my mum to teach me how to

bake a vanilla cake this year .

I am also involved in donation and aid organizations where I

give clothes / food to people who need it. I also save baby

kittens on the mine and raise them until they can get new

homes, my mom always teaches me to help where I can.

I want to sell my old clothes this year and buy and give food

for our area SPCA.

I save my pocket money every week for our Mozambique

holiday in December where I go fishing and have fun with my

family.

I want to be scouted by an agency.

Michaela (Photo right)

Photographer: John David Filmater

Stylist: Private M Collection

Location: Klerksdorp, North-West, South-Africa

Modeling School: Coached By Tem

Michaela Chatwind is a 10 year old with an extroverted

personality. Her goal in life is to become a public figure who

inspire others. Humbleness and love is the key to her success.

She is a young philanthropist, and the owner of her own charity

organization, called the Michaela Chatwind foundation. She

got a passion for all kinds of Modeling and Acting matters.

She can't resist challenges that comes her way.

Her perception in life is: Believe in yourself, and all that you are,

know there is something inside you that is greater than any

obstacle. Michaela Chatwind is a ray of sunlight on a cloudy

day. Michaela never gives up on anything, she is always

hardworking to accomplish her goals. All Michaela's

challenges and charity projects shared on all social media

platforms.

She likes to set an example for her peers. Michaela entered lots

of photogenic competitions every month and performs really

well, she featured on a regular basis in child model magazines

on a National and International level. Her photographers get

credited with each feature publication which create a lot of

exposure.

Michaela performs extremely well on academic level and

takes pride in her schoolwork. She is a Gr 4 scholar of Goudkop

Primary. Michaela is a child artist and was part of two (2)

International TV Commercials: Altron Group & "Witten Reus

Waspoeier". She loves being invited to all these castings and

auditions.

Michaela is also an ambassador for the Lollipop Kids Clothing

Line and enjoy being one of their commercial models on their

marketing platforms. Michaela featured on a few billboards

such as Esmirie Greyvensteyn Couture and C.S.S. Security. Any

challenges she meets, she faced head-on, and completes

tasks gracefully and successfully, she is loved dearly by family

and friends.

Karabo (Photo left)

Photo credit: Mommy

Social media: @christinanyailemaloka

We are planning to get Karabo's

modeling hobby very big, we looking at

some good agencies in Durban to

promote his cute face.

He’s also going back to school after

taking a break Last year due to COVID-

19, he has adapted very well to the new

normal so he's ready.

Olivia (Photo left)

Olivia Esme' Sevenster is a 19 month old girl who has

born 31 weeks premature. She layed 6 weeks in the

NICU before being allowed to come home.

She is the absolute best little girl ever,
and has a huge personality.

I am her mother, Mariska Sevenster, and I am 21 years

old, turning 22 in August. For February I hope that my

home-schooling business grows bigger, so that it can be

an accomplishment for my daughters future.

Nathan (Photo right)

Photo credit: Monica Marais

Nathan is Mr Vaal Petit 1st prince and

loves spending time mastering the art

of Karate. When he is not in the Dojo

you can find him on the cricket field

with his friends. This sports man is also

an aspiring Astronaut and hopes to

work for NASA in the not too distant

future. He is a model at Vogue

Catwalk models and assists his

community with a weekly food drive.

Enzo (Photo right)

Photo cred: Fez Cetywayo

Instagram: Enzo Faku

For 2021 I plan to partake in more sporting activities

to keep the mind fresh and the body moving. I will

still be concentrating on my faves such as playing

chess and drawing beautiful pics of my favourite

cartoon characters.

I do want to do a lot more commercial work this

year and would love to be scouted by an agency

that deals with kids my age.

Didintle ( Photo left)

Fashion: Runway

Photographer: Caroline Photography

I am a International Junior
Miss SA Finalist 2021
representing Gauteng and
awaiting to represent South
Africa at New York as an
IMTA contestant.

Talented Child Models South - Africa
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Photo credit: Casper Willemse

Clothing Little Bossy Couture 



Laelah (Photo left)

Photo credit: Lee-Zanne

Ackerman

For Laelah, this year
is all about getting
mobile and stealing
more hearts.

Mila-né (Photo left)

Photo credit: Wild@Heart Photography

Mila-né van der Schyff is a very

hardworking, happy and outgoing 6

year old girl that absolute loves moving

her body.

She lives out her lovely
personality in her dancing
and gymnastics and she will
push herself to achieve her
best!

Jordin (Photo left)

Jordin is young, enthusiastic and dynamic. She gets along with

people from all walks of life , her infectious personality allows

her to work well with people from different backgrounds.

So much in love with the outdoors, inspired
by the film and beauty industry, she see
herself growing in the industry in any of this
two industries.

Achievements & Training

• Gemini Model & Talent Agency : Jnr Actress 2019

• Training at Speeltoneel,with Binnelanders and Suidooster Tv

series actors , 12 month course.

• Finilist Musiek Mosaiek Tv Production (Classic Singing)

• Winner Drama Kidz online course.

• Wittny'K Hair Studio Commercial photo shoot.

• Walking with Mr Price Clothing at Kenani Hall 27 November

2020

• Performing at Kenani Hall 27 November 2020

Marlie (Photo right)

Photo credit: Maryke van der Watt

I love to watch Tik Tok videos & Teletubbies. My

plans for February are as follows. It's my

Christening and we cannot do much as it is

COVID.

Mommy luckily has it all sort out. Daddy will

make a pork spit and it would only be the

closest family.

Zanja ( Photo left)

Photo credit: Francois Ackerman

Gymnastics are on the map for this
year to explore being double jointed
to its extreme. Maybe some dance
classes as well.

Charlize (Photo left)

Photo credit: Wild@Heart Photography

Charlize van der Schyff is a very

dynamic and stylish 8 year old girl that

absolute loves dancing.

She lives out her lovely
personality in her dancing a
true little ballerina.

Minike (Photo right)

Photo credit: Charlene Louw

Photography

Minike is a dynamic and very

happy little girl. She is a true gift

from God and will always laugh

from her tummy and give hugs

to just to remind us what is

important in life!

Milan (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Janci du Plessis - Kiekiebums

Photography

For 2021, we hope to make as many memories as

possible! Life is not determined by the number of

breaths you take, but by the number that take

your breath away!

Whenever an opportunity arises, do it now, do

not postpone. There is no better time than now!

Talented Child Models South - Africa

Phoebie (Photo right)

Photo credit: Candice Bropy

My name is Phoebie, I’m 5 years old, a big girl

now, love playing with my baby alive and

messing around in my mums studio, giving my

LOL dolls and Barbies new hairstyles. Playing

outside on my jungle gym and feeding all my

animals makes me happy.

I’m always happy and laughing and love

everything and everyone. I would also love to

be scouted by an agency to model more and

be on tv, please and thank you.

Ri-ann (Photo right)

I'm a young model from Bloemfontein Free

State. My passion is modelling and photogenic

competitions it inspires me a lot to model and

achieve my goals one day. I started at a very

young age and believe will go very far in the

future and achieve a lot.

I am a very caring and loving
person I love helping people in
need and believe god bless us
all.

Dante (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Feel Good Photography

Dante has no modeling experience
but he loves the camera. He
spends a lot of time outdoors
playing. He simply loves amimals.
His favorite food is pasta.
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Photo Credit:  Marais Nell Photography



Tyrique (Photo left)

Photo credit: Judy Sykes

I'm 4 years old, crazy about water activities

and like to play. I'm the youngest of 3

children. I love taking pictures with my

mom.

When I grow up, I would like to
do more modeling because I
love taking pictures. Next year
I will be attending school.

I'm very excited for that but for now I am

staying at home with mom and helping

her with the business.

Zaide (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Ryan Vaughn

vanstadenzaide@gmail.com

My plans for this year is to learn all my modelling

training and to train extra hard to be the best

model I can be and I want to be a professional

model. I hope to accomplish this year to be the

model of the year. I want to show people if you

try you can succeed in any thing t is never to

hard or to late.

I am certain that I can someday work as a

professional model over see. I am a friendly

person and make friends easy. I have a kind

heart and love to help others and i also love

animals. I am currently training at Figures Models

Finesse International Brits.
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Allaurah (Photo right)

Photo credit: Monica Marais

Allaurah is a beauty with the

brains to match as she is Miss

Vaal Petit Public choice and a

math wiz. This accomplished

equestrian enjoys spending her

days at the stables or on the

athletics field.

Her dream is to work for the FBI to

solve cold cases. She is a model

for Vogue Catwalk models and

assists her community with a

weekly food drive.

Dané (Photo right)

Photographer John Filmalter

Agency: RVT Models

Being in front of the camera writing my own stories and

being involved with charity in the community. I want to be

Miss South Africa when I grow up as well a Marine Biologist.

I love animals and my biggest wish is to swim with a

dolphin. I enjoy modeling because I get to dress up in

beautiful dresses and meeting new friends. Advice - A True

Queen never loses they either win or they learn

• Miss Mini Teen SA World 2020

• Face of South Africa 2020

• RVT Models Junior Model of the year 2020

Zanika (Photo left)

Photo credit ZRW Photography

Modeling School : Body Fit Fashions

I love singing Frozen songs and playing on the

Trampoline. I lost my eye in an accident last year but

that doesn't stop me from being me. I am fearfully and

Wonderfully made in God's Image. Zanika like to

compete in Modelling Competition and also Photo

Competitions. Oh and how she loves to Pose with her

Crowns.

Then she believes she is just Like Princess Elsa .We believe

that no matter what this year have in store for me we will

make the best of it with God by our side and be a Little

girl with dreams.

Sharica (Photo left)

Instagram: Sharicab

Photographer: Carel van Vuuren

MUA: EA Academy

I am a Confident and Driven

young girl, who believes in hard

work and loving what I do in

order to be successful. I am full of

life and Love what modeling has

taught me, it has taught me to

be kind, passionate, to stay

humble and believe in myself. I

believe you always gain, by

giving LOVE!

Dianné (Photo left)

Photo credit: Marinda Calitz

I am Dianné Botha an extraordinary 8 year old girl.

I'm a model for Globe model look Koster. If I need

to describe myself , I would say fun, loving positive

and kind.

I just love my modeling school. Globe model look

and coach David. I'm a proud grade 2 learner at

Koster school. To study hard and learn hard and

doing well in school is very important to me.

I love modelling, dancing, swimming and acting

and to play with my friends and dog.

I started modelling at a early age and my

beautiful mother is my biggest supporter.

I love being infront of the camera and I also love

been on the ramp the excitement and energy on

a pageant day gives me butterflies and a smile on

my face. I'm just loving it. Dream it, believe it and

achieve it and to enjoy every moment if you win or

loose.

I've learned that confidence and
believing that with God and hard
work all things are possible. Never
give up!

I also love to do charity work and to
put a smile on someone's face. I
want to make a difference in
people's life's.

My dreams and goals for the future.

Modelling, dancing ,acting and to
compete on more pageants to
enjoy every moment of it!!

With the support of my parents and
friends and God I know I can
achieve anything.
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Photo credit: Ilana van Zyl Photography
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Chanté & Geraldu (Photo left)

Photo credit: Tamzin Weyer

Social media accounts are:

Geraldu: @_geraldu_

Chanté: @_lollie.v_

Chanté: I am a final year law student at the NWU and

my goal is to graduate with distinction. An

accomplishment that I hope I achieve is to be able to

keep on learning and broaden my horizons. I want to

keep on learning as much as possible, so that I can

share what I have learned with as many people as

possible. This year my goal is to make it the best year

possible even with the uncertainties. I want to grow as

an individual and as a partner to Geraldu.

Geraldu: my goal for 2021 is to do the best I can at work

and to give my everything in anything I do. An

accomplishment that I hope I can achieve is to be able

to be an excellent worker and to prove myself in such a

way so that I can hopefully be promoted. In 2021 I want

to be the best person I can be through helping others in

any way possible. I want to learn even more about my

passion for animals and I want to live out my passion for

animals every single day.

Our goal for this year as a couple is to be the best we

can for one another, to support each other in

everything we do and to love each other even more.

Together we take on this new year by full storm and

enjoy every moment possible.
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Legobole (Photo right)

Photo credit: TLC Photography

Instagram: @boledichumu4

Facebook: LMA Chumu

My plans for the this year is to complete three

if my phases as I'm a mechanical engineering

former student currently doing my

apprenticeship.

This will help me work towards my goal of

obtaining a diploma in mechanical

engineering.

Jacqueline (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Roelien Bothma

This year I want to finish my Grade 8 and work

hard to shine in school. I also want to do a

solo in my dancing (Disco). This year I want to

be the best I can be.

I would also like to be part of our charity

groups to help the families that are still

struggling because of the COVID-19 virus I

want to give back this year and to make a

difference in our community.

Bright (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Aseparthy Academy

Facebook: Bright Jiri

Instagram: @tawanda.bright.jiri

Motto: Be as happy to the max , but
stay responsible.

I am a Zimbabwean born and raised in Zimbabwe in a

half middle class family and went to a boarding school

and later come to my family here in South Africa.

I have learnt a lot in the past 5 years in Cape Town and

have been in the film and modeling industry for 3 years

now. No matter how much you don't like people, you

need then tomorrow or a day after so stay connected .

I have had a lot of jobs, from gardening, contraction

and now being a photographer and a model. In

February, I am aiming for great heights.

Someone once said, "in difficult times for everyone,

some make the most in it.“ so this year I want to do more

collaborations in shooting videos, photos as well as

working with a variety of designers. I have been

dreaming of being on screen, magazines, billboards

etc. This has been a dream of mine that I feel is coming

true slowly but surly.

My whish is that agencies, designers
and other photographers etc. can give
me a chance to show what I can do, no
matter my disabilities and
disadvantages .

Hayley (Photo right)

Dress designer: That's the Dress

Photographer: Isak Adams @Adams

Photography

Makeup, hair and nails done by: Logan van

Rooyen and Feren van Rooyen

My plans for 2021 is to go to
University and study to be a
qualified dental assistant.

Sashkea (Photo right)

Photo credit: Dantre Haasbroek

I’m a 16 year old girl. I enjoy playing netball

and fitness. I love photography, horse riding

and the beach. I love spending time with my

family and friends.

When I was younger I use to do ramp

modelling, and fully enjoyed it. I’m planning

on being a model in the feature and study

further after school.

Jessicé (Photo left)

Photo credit: Shanay Brits 

Photography

Social media: 

@Jessice_trachsel

My plans for this year is to start

my studies at UNISA to

become the best teacher out

there and to help other

children in need and to start

working at a primary school.

Just to have the best
time of my life.

Victoria (Photo left)

Photo credit: JP Nel

Social media: @hellovickyann

The new year is in full swing and there's a lot to

be excited about!

This year I'm focusing on growing as a model

and making connections throughout the

industry, I'm looking forward to meeting

fantastic people and learning to be my best,

most authentic self.

I am based in Johannesburg, Gauteng, but

hopefully this year I'll be doing some travelling

around South Africa to make more magic

and memories.
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Photo Credit: A Dreamerz Photography 

@ADreamerzPhotography on Facebook 

& Instagram

Make up and Hair: Tanya van As



Rayaasha (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Gawie vd Walt , Photostudio 78

Instagram: @rayaashasingh

Facebook: Rayaasha Singh

Twitter: @Rayaasha

I am an inspiring and motivated up and coming fashion

designer.

This year my goals include not only working on making

myself more independent by getting my drivers license ,

but I’m working really hard on getting excellent results

on my Business and marketing management studies.

I do believe there is always room for growth and that u

can achieve whatever you put your mind to.

Further more I’m really excited about
launching my first designs this year as
the first step to own my own fashion
house.

Between the hustle of being an student, designer and

model participating in various competitions life is

challenging yet so rewarding.
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Zoë (Photo right)

Modeling: Elite SA

Photo credit: Braam – BN Photography

Hair: By Mel D – Vanderbijlpark

Clothing: Bettie Malan - Vanderbijlpark

Social Media:

Instagram: x_zoe_muller_x

TikTik: zoe_muller_

Facebook: Zoe Muller

I am a fun loving energetic 17 year old, with a

passion for makeup, modeling and dance.

My motto in life is: “All our Dreams can Come True if

we have the courage to pursue them” – Walt Disney

Debbie (Photo right)

Make-up: Cathy Heaton Make Up

Hair: Espavo - Josh

Standunitedsa.org

PA to Cathy Heaton Director Ace Models Jhb

North.

Megon Schutte 35, Mrs SA Personality 2019,

Founder Standunitedsa a platform created to

assist individuals through GBV, Abuse and

Bullying.

Be the light you want to see in
the world.

Nondumiso (Photo left)

Photo credit: Lana Flumiani

I'm working as a general worker but

I'm interested in studying media and

cultural studies this year.

I currently don't have
Agent but I'd like to be
scouted by one.

Tshegofatso (Photo left)

Photo credit: Keneilwe Ledwaba

Social Media: @rapper_ltd_sa

I'm an 18-year old boy who just finished his matric, Currently

waiting for the results so that I can register to varsity and further

my studies. I'm a Rapper, fashionista, stylist and a model. I'm a

very confident guy. I always go for what I want and make sure I

get it. I inspire lot of young people, from where I'm staying at.

2021 goals: I want to go to college and further my studies. I

would like to do more shoots and get recognition.

Juanita (Photo right)

Photo credit: Natalie du Toit photography

So for the year 2021 I would like to grow my online business

to the next level, and would like to accomplish my goal with

my CrossFit training. I love training it keeps my mind clear

and hope for the world we are living in.

I was never the one that came near any practice or fitness

ev3I actually hated it my motto was I was built for comfort.

After a lot happening in 2020 I decided to change

something in my life and join Vertro Functional Fitness my

CrossFit family and omw did they save and change my life

for the better.

Since 2010 I started taking pictures and somewhere in

between I figured out I actually like being in front of the

camera as well.... I love taking photos but never gone

modeling off the floor just thought I am to old and recently

discovered that you are never to old to tri anything. You

only live once so why not tri anything at least once.

Candace (Photo left)

Photo credit: Project Ray Photography

Facebook: Candace Sampson

Instagram: @sampsontracycandace

Agency: Random Modeling Agency and

School

I'm a beginner model with dreams to achieve.

I have been in this model industry for 5months

my plans for this year is to take part in the

pageantry for example for Miss Free State and

Miss International, it's not about winning it's

about gaining self-confidence coming out of

your comfort zone. Runways are also on my list

I'm really good in front of the
camera, photography is one of
my strong points so this year I'm
going to make sure I get better
at my posses and facial
expressions for improvement.

Phoebe (Photo left)

Photo credit: Raymond Marzo @ Pixl8

Hair & Make-up: Samantha 

Instagram: @itsstillphoebe and 

@photography_by_phoebe_2020

I'm a quiet and homely High School

student. I love taking photos and

working on my photography skills. I

enjoy using my pets as my

photography subjects.

I play chess and I have been a

member of the Border Chess Girls

Team for the past 2 years. My team

mates and I represented Border

Chess at the South African Junior

Chess Championships which was

held in Boksburg in January 2020.

Unfortunately due to covid19 the

championship could not take place

in January 2021. I am also a gamer. I

love gaming with my friends from all

over the world.
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Photo Credit: Gawie vd Walt , Photostudio 78

Instagram: @rayaashasingh

Facebook: Rayaasha Singh

Twitter: @Rayaasha



Valentine (Photo left)

Instagram: @4everValentine

Academy: Unseen international

Valentine Molepo currently student of Atlas Combined

School the year 2020. I am a Science student and

Unseen international academy model I've in started in

Unseen international modeling 2020 as I was realizing

and felt there is talent in me.

STORY - Grew up in Tembisa and seeing girls of my age

not knowing about many careers which can make

them achieve and learn more made me realise that in

life we must know there are difficulties and obstacles

though it lead to good destination and nothing it's

undoable and impossible only effort and focus needed.

INTRODUCTION - I am Valentine Molepo a 16 year old

girl, currently attending in Atlas Combined School. A

social girl, risk taker and challenge overcomer. I am that

girl who see failure as a source of happiness and

hardworking as a source to great achievement.

STORY FOR FEB - To gain more sense of fashion and

becoming a successful advertising model. Getting

opportunity to do some showcase fashion beauty. Being

in commercial beauty products and starting my own

legacy to become role model by making people 's

dream come true.

PLAN FOR 2021 - To become influencer to young girls

and boys at my age in our community showing them

anything is possible. Making changes in the community

and being a motivator by making better tomorrow.

Being a good leader and focusing on achieving more.
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Nicole (Photo left)

Photo credit: Brendan Croft

Social media: @nicole_daubern (Instagram)

My name is Nicole Daubern, I am 18 years old and I

matriculated in 2020. I am passionate about modeling,

dancing, travelling and helping the less fortunate.

I have trained with ACE Models JHB North and Cathy Heaton

since the beginning of 2019, where I have grown as a person

and formed many friendships.

This year, I will be attending the University of Pretoria where I will

be starting my LLB Degree in the hopes of pursuing a career in

Social Media Law or Human Rights Law.

In 2019, I was crowned Miss Teen Charity and Miss ACE Models

JHB North and this year I hope to enter many more

internationally recognised pageants and I aspire to enter Miss

South Africa in the next few years.

As a fashion and beauty lover, I am
passionate about following the latest fashion
trends, and while I always encourage others
to look beautiful, I believe that true beauty
comes from within.

This year, I hope to do well in my studies. I hope to inspire and

encourage young girls who look up to me. I hope to be able to

help those in need. And most importantly, I hope to spread

kindness and love to those around me.

Nathasha (Photo right)

Photo credit to Ohentse_sirth_photographer

Designer Sewuniq8

Makeup artist Kalon_by_Kimberley_sassin

Instagram: nathasha655

Facebook: Nathasha Van Aswegen

“I am a Model and a Promoter, no matter what I do in life,

the experience I've gained of both modelling and a

promoter will always shine through. my journey so far as a

model helped me grow as a women , being confident and

being able to come out of my shell, I always say, take your

chance to get yourself where you want to go, be

motivated, and never give up. For my entire life I loved

modelling, fashion shoots, and runway fashion shows

My first ever fashion show that I've took part in was in 2018

for a charity, a fund raiser and to raise awareness in women

that suffers from gigantomachia. The most amazing

experience was to be trained for the show from a retired

model, she motivated us , to be better, fierce, and strong.

The models she chosen was a random pick, from big to

small, tall persons to short person, all sizes was welcomed,

she trained us for a few month, for hours daily in heels , and I

will always be thankful to her and for everyone one I've met

during that time. On my very first fashion show, I worn one of

the designers show stoppers, a gorgeous green ballgown a

beautiful design that you will find on my Instagram as one of

my firsts uploads , I always thought it won't ever be possible

to experience a runaway for my self, one of my dream that

came true.

The gigantomachia team and the models and I have done

a few more fashion shows before I joined a Model academy

so I can gain much more experience and to steer me In the

direction towards a possible career in modelling. , I've also

taken part off a online audition last year in September, and I

got the call-back to audition at the IART International in

Johannesburg in September and I'm super excited.

My main goal is to hopefully get the call-back from IART to

go to new York for the fashion show and to make my dream

into a reality, which is to be a full time working model.

Sinethemba (Photo right)

Photo credit: Black and white photography

Facebook: MaKheswa Snehope Nozulu

Instagram: @Sinethembakheswa966

As I can say I love modeling with a thrill to the beat what it

shows, what it does for somebody is something that always

stays. In reality we love to make our dreams and goals come

true and having a passion for something so delicate and

loveable is just a dream come true

Modeling has taught me the importance of self love,

acceptance and embracing your uniqueness. I hold lot of

tittles where I can count Miss Cross Country 1st Runner up

2020,Miss hope & peace United best walk, Miss legacy South

Africa Semi-finalist 2020 etc

Always know no matter what.Your dreams
will come true if you believe in your self and
have faith in your abilities.

I bring my energy and passion for modeling.

Esmè (Photo left)

Photo credit: BB Photography

Plans for the year: We are living in troubling

times so many plans for this year is to listen

when needed, even if someone did not say

what they need. Help where I can, even if it is

not asked. Every day is a miracle, live every

day to its fullest. Live, love and enjoy to my

heart’s content.

Jean-marie (Photo left)

Photo credit: Corpix Photography

My plans for this year is to focus more on

my modeling and taking it to a higher

lever. I hope to accomplish bigger

things that are out of my comfort zone.

I love modeling for it gives a big boost

to one's self esteem and I love the

adrenaline that comes with every shoot.
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Photo credit: Shannon Kerns 

(Red Shot Photography) 

Instagram: @the.cottagefox



Sipho (Photo left)

I am very friendly, Honestly, Reliable, Morale and

Enthusiastic young man. Am that kind of Athlete

and Model who expands fun and willing to learn

more. I always believe that everyone/every part

has its own ideas but at the end it have to come

together to form a puzzle. I believe in

Perseverance and the power of Prevention.

My Tactical Strategy objectives are to make a

difference in my career and get a job 2021 so that

I can make a living better. I see myself working for

a Sports Brand Collection or Model for New York

Fashion Show. I also have passion in Sports,

Recreation Arts & Culture ,I Love Acting &

Presenting. Am also looking forward to it, God will

push me because I Grind until I own it.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Walter & Thulani (Photo

left)

Photographer: Walthariii Photography

We are a recently married couple. We

got married on the 30th of November

2019 and we just celebrated our first

anniversary.

We are YouTubers together.
Our channel's is The Jeres.
Photography is our passion,
well, starting with Walter
(me) of course lol.

Clarissa (Photo right)

Photo credit: Chamone Krugel

Instagram: claris.fuhri

Facebook: Clarissa Fuhri

My name is Clarissa Fuhri, I am 16 years old and attend Die

Anker high school. I have an immense love for fitness, and

being healthy. Athletics

and netball are my passion, and it drives me to test my

limits and develop a strong mindset. Training is also a big

part of my love for sport. I believe, you only get what you

work for.

I fell in love with netball at a very young age, you could

say it is part of my DNA, as my mother was also a National

Ringball player throughout her life. I have been lucky

enough to have attended numerous Gauteng schools

netball trials, as well as getting the opportunity to compete

in the Bokkieweek Tournaments of 2017/8. This year I’m

elected to play for the school’s first team. Hopefully, with

Covid-19 still very present in our Country, I really hope we

can play some safe netball.

Athletics is also a very part of my life, the discipline and

strength you gain when running, drives me to do even

better every day. Running is like a safe haven for me. I run

the 100 and 200m and I also throw javelin.

My athletic achievements include:

• Attending Gauteng Champs every year since 2016 to

present

• Receiving the Victrix Ludorum in primary school

• Receiving the Junior Victrix Ludorum in High school for

2018/9

• Awarded Best female athlete three consecutive years

• I had the honour of being invited to represent South

Africa in Doha, Qatar. Unfortunately, due to personal

reasons I had to decline.

My goal for 2021 is to work harder and achieve more than I

ever have, and dream BIG!! But most importantly, grow

and flourish in God’s name.

I will do everything in His name, and honour God in the

midst of all these blessings and rewards that come my

way. All my successes are because of His grace and

mercy, and I’m just using the talents, my God has

bestowed upon me, in His honour.

If I could share a piece of advice with girls that feel they

can’t make it, or if they feel the urge to give up, DON’T!!

Hard work does pay off! All the sweat, tears, body aches

and soreness are preparing you to become a bigger,

stronger, even better version of yourself.. motivate the

person staring back at you in the mirror, you need to be

there for YOU. Stay positive, work hard and get things

done.

Lee-ann (Photo left)

My name is Winifred Ann Stevens, but using my nickname, Lee-

ann which I am well known by.

I was born in a small town named Kakamas in the Northern

Cape on 27 February 1975. I am 1 of four children. My father

died on my 1st birthday and I lost my mom in 2002.

I studied at Upington College and reside to Bloemfontein in

1998 for work purposes till current. In Bloemfontein the

opportunities become more available doing fashion shows

and beauty pageants. I really enjoyed being a ramp model

from 1998 up to my horrific car accident in 2008 at the age of

34 where I stopped due to the accident.

I always dreamed as a little girl to always be a model and as I

grew up started participating in beauty contests from a small

age. I started doing fashion shows when becoming older and I

really enjoyed it. I become one with the ramp and always

saw the ramp becoming my oyster.

Then I become a mom of a beautiful daughter, Cattileya

whom is turning 5 the month of February. I am beyond blessed.

I’m free spirit from heart, a people’s person, helping the less

fortunate and is helping street kids in need. I love life and live it

to the fullest. My interests involved, fashion shows, talk shows

with upcoming girls who would like to pursue modelling.

JoAnne (Photo right)

Photo credit: the_nerdy_photographer

Instagram: Jo_AnneMokwatlo

Facebook: JoAnne Mokwatlo

Twitter: JoAnne Mokwatlo

In 2021, my main focus will be on completing my studies and

making sure that I am ready to take up the space. Due to

Covid-19, there has been lots of retrenchments in companies.

The unemployment rate has fluctuated thus I want to start my

own business to eradicate unemployment. I'm driven by

Albert Einstein " If you can dream it, you can do it".

It's a matter of placing everything else in action, do lots of

research and reading. In the coming years I would like to own

an agency to mould and nourish young kids that self belief

only begins with you.

Before you expect the world to believe in your dreams and all

that you wish to accomplish, you initially start by believe in

yourself first, the world will follow. I like modelling because it

gives off freedom of expression. You are able to express

yourself irrespective of your age, gender, race or religion.

That is what the SA constitution encourages.

It moulds your character and enables you
to motivate and inspire others.

Chanel (Photo left)

I'm Chanel Jacobs I'm from Hartbeespoort I'm 17 years old and currently in grade 11 in high school Hartbeespoort. I love modeling

and also like to play piano. I like to socialize on fb and Instagram. My plans for this year is to help others in need, to be a role

model to others and to work hard to achieve my dreams. I hope to accomplish of becoming a familiar model that others can

look up to.
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Photo Credit: Chane Cilliers photography 

Facebook: Strydom Victor (Swaygo)

Instagram: @swaygo_jhb



Jorja (Photo right)

Photo credit : Jordan Wolmarans (friend)

Instagram: @j.solyom

My name is Jorja and I am from Midrand. Before

2021 ends, I plan to finish my matric year and

start selling streetwear.

I have always loved make up and fashion,

especially streetwear, but I find that this style of

clothing is not easily accessible to the general

public in South Africa.

This I am working on creating my own

sustainable and affordable streetwear brand,

designed by me, manufactured locally.

Balisa (Photo right)

Photo credit: Lightspeed Photography by Mafemani Manyike

Facebook; Nkosazana Balisa Jundu

Instagram: @Llisa_j

Originally from Eastern Cape, currently residing in

Johannesburg. I obtained an Honours Degree in Film and

Television studies in the University of Johannesburg in 2019. I

am currently not working and looking for employment or

starting my own business which is what I have always wanted

to do.

In Eastern Cape there’s not a lot of exposure in Film and Tv or

media industry, I would then like to bring the industry to the

people in Eastern Cape, build up Film schools, which is my

long term goal.

Modeling is one of my greatest passions. I have been

modeling for 7 years now, it has been nothing but an

amazing journey for me. When I’m on stage or having a

photoshoot, I feel a whole lot different. I always feel like it’s a

beginning of a new dawn, and I am totally in my own

different world where all the attention is on me and the art I

am presenting to the world

Nonhle (Photo left)

Photo Credit : Andre Olivier

Facebook: Nonhle Mthethwa

Instagram: @nonhle_mthethwa_model

And @ nonhle_mesa2020

New fashion model with experience in photography

with local agency. I modelled for FatGuy Photography

and Talent Agency .Student at the university of South

Africa .Currently a finalist for Empress South Africa

pageant .

I have great plans ahead of me this year , I am turning

21 on the 6th February .I am in the process of

completing my degree In Tourism Management , I am

also doing my application to Au Pair in USA ,cultural

exchange experience would be great for my career

and personal growth.

I also wish to become Empress South

Africa and most importantly I'd like to
make it through the year without being
affected by COVID-19.
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Shannon (Photo right)

Photographer: Shannon Kerns (Red Shot

Photography) self portrait

Instagram @the.cottagefox

I am a photographer and a model and for

the year 2021 I would like to expand my

photography skills as well as my photoshop

editing skills to really levitate my

photography as a whole.

This year I hope will hold more
photoshoots of myself in front of
the camera as well as behind.

Ivan (Photo left)

Photographer: Hannes Danzfuss @danzfussphotography

Location: 33 and Me Talent Agency - Illovo

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Instagram: @ivanwlangeveldt

Facebook: Ivan Langeveldt

YouTube: Ivan Langeveldt

I am a 15-year-old Actor, Model and Brand Ambassador. My

passion for acting started at a very young age. I took part in

Public Speaking, Arts Festivals and landed the lead role in

many school plays.

It wasn’t until I signed with 33 and Me Talent Agency more than

3 years ago that I actually realized I had this uncontrollable

desire to succeed, to become a professional actor and to

make my dreams a reality.

I received my Diploma in Acting for Film at The New York Film

Academy in America in 2019. I featured in 3 Short films: “The

Black Dog”, “The Last Choice” and “Chick Flick” in which I

played the lead roles. I also did multiple film scenes with other

talented NYFA students.

Since my return from America, I have done a music video with

the talented South African Artist – Juanita du Plessis in her hit

song “Maak dit los” – It must have been the most fun I’ve ever

had on set!

There is still so much I want to achieve and my next goal is to

return to The New York Film Academy in the next two years to

study the Teen Acting for Film II programme. Education is key!

All of this, and everything I will be doing for the next couple of

years is to make my mark in the Industry, to reach my ultimate

goal and to achieve my dreams: To become an entertainer, a

teacher of The Arts, a really good Actor and a person that

speaks and spreads positivity.

Asanda (Photo left)

I started modelling in age of 16 company

name extreme models and promotions. We

did lots of fashion shows and street wear

photoshoots. I grow up in a town called Port

Elizabeth.

In age of 22 I came to Joburg to persuade

my dreams as a catwalk or runway model. I

did few gigs like music videos, fashion shows

and promotions of lady Gaga's perfume. The

agency that I was with the past they robbed

me so I stop for a while started to work as a

data entry. I'm still trapped even when I have

a full job.

Modelling kept me going even when I walk

on stage, I always feel alive. That's why this

year I want to take a step to have that fire ,I

once had.

Jeandré (Photo left)

Photographer: Tanya Taylor

Agency: Studio3

My goal for this year is to pursue one of my

dreams in photography and modeling

helps me pursue it, with every shoot I go to I

learn and ask the photographer questions

to widen my knowledge on the art.

Modeling an photography is an escape of

one's mind, it gives a person a different

perspective on life, seeing things from

another angle and seeing a story as a

whole and not one sided, a photograph

can tell a thousand stories and a model

can express so many emotions , for me

modeling as well as photography is an

outlet a way to express my self.
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Photo Credit: John David Filmalter

School or agency: Model Manifest



Isabel (Photo left)

Instagram:@isabel_lily20.3

Photo credit: Minelva Griffin

Hello my name is Isabel Villatoro and I am grateful to

be part of this months' magazine issue. 2020 was

difficult for everyone.

I hope 2021 is filled with hope, unity and health for us

all. School is my main priority right now since virtual

classes are harder than we all thought. I want to

continue working on my school work, volunteer more in

my community and see if I can become an

ambassador to a teen pageant to be an example for

other younger kids.

These pictures represent me honouring my

Guatemalan culture in their pageant kid division. It

was a great opportunity to participate and winning

was amazing. It allowed me to keep learning about

my culture.

As well to be an example to younger kids of the

importance of learning about your heritage and

keeping it alive through generations. I hope to

participate at 17 for the Miss Guatemala division.

Meanwhile, during my Spring break and Summer I

want to work in an animal shelter.

I am hopeful for all of us in the year 2021! Thank you

for this opportunity. (I would like to be scouted by

agencies for modeling opportunities.)
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Simonè (Photo right)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

My plans for this year is...

To improve in my modeling, and have enough

self-confidence to make it into a career. The

biggest accomplishment I want to achieve this

year is to be scouted by other agencies, even if

it mean that I'll have to travel.

Akeisha (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Vision Photography

Social Media: @akeishaslaters

My name is Akeisha Slaters. A 17 year old model

from the Diamond City of Kimberley.

I am a runway and pageant
model at Empire Model Academy
in Kimberley.

Sesona (Photo left)

Photography: Gemini Solutions Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent Agency

My plans is to continue being one of the Gemini

models and to continue doing acting. Because many

people were telling me that I'm good at acting and

the Gemini Model & Talent Agency is helping with

acting skills.

I want to continue doing all I was doing in 2021 but

work a little bit harder until u all see me on the

television , because I won't give up until I become a

Actor or National Model.

Zhante (Photo left)

Instagram: @zhante.hopkins and 

@zhante_tunes

My passion is photography and playing

Bass, Electric and Acoustic guitar. My

plans for 2021 is to take a course in

photography and to finish Grade 4 in all

three guitars.

I would like to learn more about

photography as I love taking photos of

everything and everyone around me.

Monica (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Elena Kruger and Charles Graham

I'm Monica Pretorius I'm 22 Years old. I'm From Randfontein. I'm

doing photoshoots since I'm 16 years old. I'm a photographer

myself. When I'm doing photos I love being myself. I

appreciate all of my photographer's as I can be myself

around them. I feel comfortable around all of them and our

relationships is more like family than my photographer.

My plans for 2021 is to grow in my
photoshoots, learn more and new people, to
grow in my work as I'm doing insurance and
the photos just Part time, I hope to get more
Photographer's in 2021, get more clients in
my career and just be happy.

Prudence (Photo left)

Agency: Africa Models Sa

Prudence is a young talented Model who with no doubt will

achieve greater things in the industry and create her own

Brand especially with a supportive mother that I hold in very

high esteem and seemingly a good driving force for

Prudence.

"My name is Prudence. I am in my late teens, daring and

passionate. Not only am l a model but a businesswoman

too. I believe young women in my generation should

understand the importance of doing whatever noble it takes

to follow their dreams and be independent. Like our Miss

Universe stated," Women are powerful and should be taking

up space".

Am very passionate about Pageants. Admittedly, I am not

very old in the industry and as such I haven't participated in

a lot of Pageants. Just when I was looking forward to 2020

then came COVID-19 and the consequent lockdown. Am

made to believe the modeling/entertainment industry is one

of the hardest hit. Nevertheless, not all hope is lost. And

that's one thing about me, I don't give up easily. Am not just

a Pageant Model but an all rounder. I am 1.74 M tall and

open to possibilities in the industry.

I was excited to be part of the MISSJOZI 2020 but

unfortunately I didn’t make it to the top 40. When you fail you

should never give up, failure is not final. We all start from

somewhere. This was the first pageant I entered ever in my

life. It wasn’t easy, there are a lot of beautiful smart young

ladies out there, so being picked to participate was a huge

blessing indeed. I am yet to participate in many more other

Pageants and looking forward to more opportunities in this

regard.

Am also looking forward to participating in the Face Of Willet

with Willet Designs Couture. The Pageant which was all set

was postponed due to COVID-19 to a date to be

communicated to us as soon the Designer William is ready for

the event".

There is a saying about giving, "caring is sharing". Giving

should come from the heart and as a young businesswoman

I have identified a charity am able to help here and there

when am in a position to help. That's one of the many things

I do in my spare time. Charity. Sometimes you don't have to

give financially or make donations. Just finding time to visit

some of these homes were the vulnerable are kept is good

enough. United we stand. Thanks".

For bookings contact

africamodelssa@gmail.com

Ig:pretty.y_prudy.y_
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Danel (Photo left)

Photographer: S. Fourie photography

I have a twin brother, and love him to bits.

My extra mural activities are athletics,

hockey, cross country and modeling.

My dream for the month of love - February,

is not just to say "I love you", but to show it in

small ways. I usually put chocolate hearts on

my brother's pillow or handing red roses to

my friends. I hope you will have an

awesome Valentine's day, and remember

"Be the change that you want to see in

others".

Celeste (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Celeste Cilliers Photography

Facebook: Celeste Rautenbach

Instagram: @celeste5074

I hope to have a successful year of Studying BSC Agri

Animal Science at the university of Pretoria and to make

the best of my first year on my own, while trying to keep

safe during the pandemic.

I am striving to make a difference in people’s lives and to

appreciate the little things in life, like having the ability to

taste or smell or even just to breathe and hopefully at the

end of the year we will be able to celebrate a year full of

exciting moments.
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Lorinda (Photo right)

Photo credit: Youthquake photography

"A Strong Women has faith that she is strong
enough for the journey .... But a women of
strength has faith that it is in the journey she
will become strong."

I am passionate about my charities that I do all over East

Rand Area, as I believe that charity starts from home and by

touching so many life's just to make a small difference make

me see the world differently.

My goal in life is to empower young girls and women to feel

good about themselves, by building up their self - confidence

and to make them feel unique, beautiful and strong in their

own unique wat. As I believe that every girl and women has

the ability to stand out in this world.

Tanya (Photo left)

(Mrs Western Cape 2019)

Photo credit: Mooiste Mooi Photography

Social media: Tanya Wolmarans - Mrs Western Cape 2019

(Facebook) and Mrs Western Cape 2019 (Instagram)

My name is Tanya Wolmarans. I am the former Mrs

Western Cape 2019. I am a mom of a beautiful 10 year

old daughter, a little pig and a dog. I work for a

company called JNA Group (Pty) Ltd in the financial

division.

I am a passionate young lady who believes that you

should always put God first. Always stay humble and

keep your feet on the ground. I believe everything I am,

every obstacle I have faced, and everything I have

achieved, has led me to this point in my life.

I have entered Ms Unseen International 2021 this year

because I would like to make a difference in our

community. My love for people drives me to do my best

in helping those in need and to make people realise that

they can achieve anything they put their minds to. I

would like to empower the youth. I would like to teach

them about positive thinking even when the

circumstances do not allow you to be positive at all.

I want to pave the way for young people and show them

that where you come from should not determine where

you want to be in life.

I also want to speak out about Gender Based Violence.

There are so many different stories each one can tell, but

sometimes they are too scared to do so. I want to

encourage them to not hide, don’t be afraid of what

other people might think, because in the end it is your life

and yours alone. You can get in contact with

#StandUnitedSA as they are more than willing to help

those who need help. Always remember to put yourself

first. Allow yourself to strive for what you want in life and

give yourself the permission to live your best life.

My message to every single lady of South Africa is that it is

not about where you come from but where you are

going to and to never let any situation or encounter

define who you really are. It doesn’t matter what your skin

colour is or how you are build.

You can be and do anything if you believe in yourself.

Don’t ever lose the little girl you are or once were as you

were growing up. Dreaming makes life beautiful and one

day fulfilling your dreams will make life worth it. Finally,

never forget to thank God for your blessings. Believe in

yourself and just Be You! #Bethecolour

Kian (Photo right)

Photo Credit: RIVV Photography (Sashkea

Robson)

Plans for February: I am planning on getting

my Electrical diploma N1-6. After I am

done with that I am going to study

Electrical Engineering. The plan is to move

to New Zealand in 2022 after I have

qualified.

I would also like to work towards my 2nd

Dan Black Belt in Karate. Despite the very

hard 2020 Matric year I feel very positive

and motivated and look forward to many

more challenges along the way.

Kailey (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Seagreen Photography &

Film

Fashion: Jenny Vogt

Instagram: @kailey_abercrombie

Facebook: @kailey.abercrombie

I have a passion for photographic

modeling and have been published in

both International and national

magazines. I am a regular teenage girl.

I love animals and going to
the beach.

Pauline (Photo left)

Photo credit: Pauline Herman Photography

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tarnishdartz

Instagram: @pauline_herman

COVID-19 has changed everything, and as much as it has been

really rough - I feel it offers possibilities for adaptation and

change... I feel like we have to connect and network and do as

much good as we can!

For February, one of my goals are a successful horse show in Plett

- showjumping is my sport / hobby / passion.

For February, the devastation of loosing Reeva will always be a

harsh reality, but so will all her grace - she was and always will be

a very special gorgeous young woman who touched so many

peoples lives.

For the year some goals include fitness, growth, photoshoots,

horses, motorbikes, success and fun!
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Photo Credit: Donovan Roets Photography

Make-up: Chinique Cosmetics Makeup 

Artist and Hairstylist



Matteo (Photo left)

Facebook: Matteo Merkeur

Instagram: @merkeur

Tik Tok: @its_your_boy_matteo09

I'm a grade 11 learner at Eden Technical

college, waiting on school to reopen. My

dream is to qualify myself as an Electrician

and starting my own business employing

individuals who struggled in da past.

I would appreciate it if you share my

portfolio with modelling agencies looking

for potential models.

Nicole (Photo left)

I'm working for Nashua as a service controller. I'm

busy to studying for Teacher - Foundation phase. I

love to Scuba dive. It feels like I’m so much closer to

God. Paperfish and baby dolphins are amazing to

see.

My 2021 goal is to be more in the ocean and get

more scuba diving sessions in. I want to be the best

me than ever before.

To make all my dreams come true
and enjoy every obstacles that comes
my way.
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Rethabile (Photo right)

Modelling Studio: JannyDjan Models

Photo Credit: Picsation Photography

Dress: Viwa Prive

MUA: Stephan Venter / Kryolan Potchefstroom

Location: Snowflake Venue Potchefstroom

Instagram: @ _tlhonolofatso_

I am Rethabile Tlhonolofatso Makume, a modest 17 year old

girl from Orkney, a very small town in the North West province.

I am starting my matric year in Ferdinand Postma Hoërskool in

Potchefstroom this year.

Though I know this will be a challenging year, I plan to do as

much as I can and do all the things I love with the people I

love... when I can because the past year has shown me how

short and unpredictable life is. Interesting fact, despite

contrary belief about models, I am very academic, not too

sporty and food is my love language.

I am a passionate lover of art and people, so on an ordinary

day if I'm not chilling with my chosen family (friends) then I'm

probably lying down listening to music. So basically, I'm an

ordinary girl who finally decided to listen to the advice of

others and try modelling ... And now here I am, it's a part of

who I am. It's only been a year with JannyDjan Models, but I

cannot wait to see where this road leads.

Tamryn (Photo left)

Photo Credit: John David Filmalter

School or agency: Model Manifest

I am a scholar at Impala Primary school in Kempton Park.

My hobbies include dancing, music, fashion, modelling.

I do various charities to give back to my
community. I am the girl on the go,
striving to leave a positive mark on my
community.

Beauty pageants aren’t all about glitz and glamor, it’s

what happens inside that really matters. I am a model

because I want to motivate people, promote self-

confidence, and I get to show off what I love to do.

My biggest strength are definitely my attitude! My short

term goal is that I want a platform where I can grow my

career as a model. Beauty is not about having just a

pretty face. It’s about having a pretty heart and soul!

My motto: “Elegance is the beauty that never fades –

Audrey Hepburn”.

Rorisang (Photo right)

Modelling Studio: JannyDjan Models

Photo Credit: Picsation Photography

MUA: Stephan Venter

Instagram: @Rorii.ww

My name is Rorisang Makhunga, 16 years old and living in

Potchefstroom. I grew up here in Potchefstroom in the North

West Province, attended Potchefstroom Primary School and

now I’m currently is Potchefstroom Tegnies High School. I

play netball to keep me fit and I am a model at Jannydjan

Models.

I’ve always wanted to be a model
because I wanted to gain confidence in
myself and learn to love my body more .

I want girls my age to know that they can achieve anything

they set their minds on and be confident in everything they

do.

I want girls to not doubt anything about themselves and

reach their dreams. This year I want to focus a lot on my

modeling career and school work, but mostly I want to focus

on myself to be an even more confident and happy young

woman.

Berlina (Photo left)

Instagram: @berlinadp_

Facebook: Berlina Du Preez

I am Berlina Du Preez, Mother of two wonderful boys

and wife to my amazing Husband. My plans for this

year are not your average "New years resolutions" but

actual goals and to start off with my NO1 Goal and

this is to enter the Model industry , after giving all my

time to my two wonderful boys and now that they

don't need mommy 24/7 it is now time to work on my

dreams and goals.

My Main goal and Dream is to be featured as a

Fashion (Catalog) Model where I can be the real me

and catch the attention of my Clients Diverse

audience. But it will not just stop here, just my start.

With 2020 being a huge year for us all , I have focused

on not having too many goals as having too many

goals splits your focus and energy causing one to fail

and give up hope so I literally narrowed my goals

down to these top 3 to assure I reach my goals.

These are of course apart from my major goal in life

which is being the best mom possible for my boys,

especially teaching them to always be themselves.

My remaining two goals for 2021 are

To get involved with a Charity - focusing on helping

young children and adults especially the ones who

struggle with depression (Still working on this ) by

supporting them and that it is ok to be you and you

should be proud of it - thus the reason for my Life

quote "Why be normal when you can be different " . I

mean why be someone your not when you can be

you and be happy, people will judge you either why

so be you. Be you always.

Always saving the best for last this is to get my first IFBB

Arnolds Invite for 2022. Now this is one that will most

likely take me the whole year to achieve but I can

and will achieve this goal as well, Working hard at it

and trusting the process.

Life is Tough out here - you have one life so live it but

don't just live it be you the true you so you can be

happy.
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Photo credit: Stylect Photography

by Lourette Grobbelaar

Facebook: Yolandé le Roux/ 

Yolandé le Roux Makeup Artist



Godfrey (Photo left)

Photo Credit: GE Creatives

Designer: TVL Designs by Thabiso Vincent Leeuw

Social Media: Facebook - Godfrey Santiago Motantsi

Instagram g_motantsi

Twitter-@Godfrey_McCoy

I'm a very ambitious, goal driven, enthusiastic and versatile

young man, from a small town, south of the Free State,

named Philippolis. Raised by women (My mom and her

sisters) who showed me pure love and instilled the spirit of

selflessness in me. I'm an aspiring Model, based in the city

of Bloemfontein (Where I discovered my love and burning

passion for modeling and arts).

My aspirations are, being signed by an elite model

Agency, gracing the cover of Vogue, being an

Ambassador to international brands (MaXhosa, Rich Mnisi,

Hugo Boss, Diesel, Calvin Klein), walking the biggest of

Runway modeling stages and gracing billboards

worldwide. With the aim of influencing, teaching and

reaching out.

I'd love to own my own modeling Agency that'll tap in to

those outskirts little towns with forgotten talent and nourish

the hunger those young lads and lasses have. Be featured

on acting as a stuntman and main actor of course...

I want to break generational curses and create a clear

path for upcoming generations When I walk in to anything

that has modeling, I leave discomfort and sadness at the

door. That's where are best zone in and excel. I just wanted

to be special. learned the hard way not to depend on

only one thing for my happiness.

The little experience has helped me
develop a thick skin that will help me for
the rest of my life. This year I want work on
my body, be scouted, sign business deals
and contracts, and move to Cape Town
or be based in Johannesburg...
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Chanté (Photo right)

Photo credit: Leon Wolmarans of Leon’s Studio

Instagram: @chante_reynecke_

Firstly I want to thank PPMC Magazine for the amazing

opportunity to be in the February issue and to be part of this.

Then I want to thank Leon’s Studio for the stunning photos

that he took of me.

This year I am a Grade 12 student at Hoërskool Stoffberg, it’s

a pretty tough year, I am a Athlete but I recently had a Foot

operation, so I cannot do any sports at the moment.

In the mean while I will focus on my Studies to higher my

grades that it can be good enough for 2022 when I am

going to study for my MBBCh degree in Medicine and

Surgery. My dream is to become a Cardiothoracic Surgeon.

I also want to pressure my dream to become a Commercial

Model. I would love to be scouted by a Model Agency.

My biggest live coal in life is to inspire girls
all around the world, to show them that
every girl can be beautiful and feel pretty
in their own unique way.

Nazneen (Photo left)

Photo credit: John Filmater

Instagram: @nazneen_bartlett

My name is Nazneen Bartlett, I am 15 years old and I’m a

grade 10 pupil at St Patricks College. I am from the well-

known city of diamonds, Kimberley in the Northern

Cape. I have an insane love for dancing.

I do ballet, modern dancing and contemporary dance. I

am a member of the St Patricks College school choir, St

Patricks College senior school orchestra as well as a 3rd

year violon student.

During my spare time, I love watching food network. I

enjoy pampering sessions at the spa, as I am a real girly

girl and most of all , cuddle up on the couch with a

good reading book.

My plans for 2021 and what I hope to accomplish –

Learn to drive as driving allows one of the sweetest perks

of growing up, a sense of freedom. Cook an entire meal

by myself. No pouring milk into cereal, or making

scrambled eggs, as this doesn’t count. I mean an actual

meal. Start putting together my resume, a detailed

version of all my experiences and accomplishments.

It will grow with time as it’s always useful to have your

resume on hand. Face one of my worst fears , afraid of

heights… get on a Ferris wheel with a friend. Have a

crush I’m to nervous to talk to? Sit with them at lunch.

Any progress beating my fear will either help me

conquer it or at least make for a good story

Tsholanang (Photo right)

Photographer: Potlako Matseke

My name is Tsholanang Modiba I am from

the north of Pretoria, Hammanskraal, I'm 20

years old I'm a pageant model, motivational

speaker and I enjoy doing some charity work

for my community.

I've won miss teen Commonwealth charity

crown 2020 and also have been an Mc for

Mr & Miss Hammanskraal 2020. I'm currently a

student at Vaal University of technology.

Anaysha (Photo right)

Photo credit: Nadia Myburg Photography –

Kuruman

This year I would love to enter Miss Village Kathu

and also Miss Northern cape, concerning my

modelling career.

I also planning to become a member
of a charity organisation. As for my
school work I will be studying hard
and aiming distinctions.

Kristine (Photo left)

Photo Credit : Deon Van Wyk

Agency: GSA Models Johannesburg

For this year I have too many goals and not enough

days! My main goal is to find different style

photographers and possibly collaborate with a clothing

designer? Or to be chosen for runway,(hopefully SA

Fashion week).

I must say, the one amazing thing about being a model,

is that now when people approach me in public and ask

me if I am a model, I can say yes, instead of just

awkwardly laughing and saying no. In a way its a nice

little confidence booster.

When it comes to at home life, our plans are to get a

puppy and for me to finally start with driving lessons.

Driving makes me more nervous than being in front of a

camera and not many people would say that.

Would like to wish everyone out there a very healthy and

happy year, we got this.

P.S Shoutout to my family here in South
Africa for helping me and being there
for me. Love you all x
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Dress Wedding Bells Witbank 

Makeup: Lucinda Hall 

Hair: Marisca Haasbroek Schoeman 

Photo credit: Carminda Swanepoel Photography 

#missteenwitbank2020 



Caring (Photo left)

Photographer: Twin Klipz

Makeup artist: Significant Beauty

Designer: Miss Tee's Clothing Empire

I was born on the 10th of February in 1999, in the beautiful

Mpumalanga, raised in the magnificent North West and I

furthered my studies in the city of gold Gauteng.

I believe that life is this beautiful journey filled with different

milestones worth enjoying and capturing the moments. The

destination is close to nothing without the journey.

My greatest inspiration and motivation has to be my

father. He is a man uplifts, motivates, encourages and

teaches me that life is made of all the lessons, the

emotions, the tears, celebrations and all the steps we take

mixed with all the people we meet.

I've decided to follow my dreams stepping out of my

comfort zone without limiting myself or my growth. I want

to explore my writing ability, growth as a writer and take

adventures. I want to give way more than I used to do, my

name (Caring) should be something I represent and

something that makes me who I am.

I plan on doing more Pageants and working with NGO's in

my community and surrounding areas as Miss Radiant SA

has planted in me A Radiant heart Conquers. I want to

grow as an individual, a model and a writer. I'm hoping on

working with an agency hence I'm not under one.

Life is a gift and I plan on making mine a carried legacy.
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Thomas (Photo right)

Photo credit: Red Shot Photography

Social Media: @Just_tommmm

My plans for this year are to grow both myself

and my social media presence to be more

adventurous and take new opportunities

when they present themselves.

I would also like to do more
modeling and seek ways to
start a business of my own and
give back to the community.

Odwa (Photo right)

Instagram @odwa_phenduka_

Facebook @Odwa Phenduka

I am an aspiring model from a small town in the Eastern Cape

province named Tsolo. I currently live in Port Elizabeth as I am

enrolled for Dip in Information Technology at Nelson Mandela

University.

I have always been destined to be a model but being from a

disadvantaged background the circumstances didn't allow

me to pursue it at the time, so I only did a pageant at church

and I won which also led me to believing that I am really

destined to do modeling.

After many years high school when I started University in 2019 I

joined a pageant Mr/Mrs Summer 2019 and I was one of the

finalists in that pageant.

Since then I have embarked on my modeling journey without

looking back and last year(2020) I signed up with Vmodels

agency which has been of great help with shaping and

building my craft in the modeling industry as a whole.

I hope and believe that this feature is a start of great things

that are yet to happen in 2021 as I see my profile is slowly

growing and people are actually starting to notice me and

my talent. I am looking forward to featuring in more fashion

shows, promotions and doing more pageants.

As I draw inspiration from many successful and well respected

models and influencers in the industry as a whole, then I try to

always take what I see from them and spice it up with what I

bring to the table which I believe will always result in magic.

There are a number of few individuals who have approached

me telling me that they draw inspiration from me and that

also gives me the strength to wake up tomorrow hoping to

inspire and bring hope to even more youngsters out there.

Cherezé (Photo left)

Photo credit: Shanay Brits photography

Social media: @cherezedupper

My plans for this year was made as quite a quick

decision last year September.

I decided I really want to work in the mega yacht

industry, based off of that decision I went ahead and

did the necessary courses in November at PYT Durban

(Professional yacht master training).

I now have all of my qualifications and I am planning to

go to Antibes in France and start this new and exciting

journey. I am however waiting to see if I will be able to

receive a Visa since COVID-19 has kind of trap me in

South-Africa, but I am hopeful.

This journey may be scary since I will be taking it on

alone, and leaving everything you know and love

behind to fly half way across the earth is kind of a scary

thought but one worth taking. If you want to live a life

you've never lived, you have to do things you've never

done and that includes the things that scare you.

Caitlin (Photo right)

Photo credit: Lizl Geel

I have just finished matric and have been

accepted to study at NW University to study

Human Movement Sciences with Sport

Coaching. I received a Netball bursary.

My dream is to become a Protea Netball player.

Besides my passion for netball I
love shopping for clothes , dressing
up and doing photoshoots.

Isabel (Photo left)

Instagram: @isabel_lily20.3

Facebook: Isabel Lily

Photographer: Charlie's Angels Photography

Facebook: Charlie's Angels Photography

Instagram: @Charliesangelsphotography

Hello my name is Isabel Villatoro. Thank you for having

me be part of this months' magazine issue. This picture

was taken on my first group modeling photoshoot.

It was a great and fun experience. Since then I have

participated in individual and group modeling events. I

want to continue expanding my portfolio with great

photo shoots.

I am also excited about planning my Quince party for

this upcoming August. We are going to have the party in

the summer because it is one of my favorite seasons. I

get to spend time with all my family and friends.

Although this past summer was very
different from previous years I am
looking forward to summer 2021. I also
plan on volunteering more in my
community and in animal shelters.
Looking forward to what this year can
bring to us all.

(I would like to be scouted by agencies for modeling

opportunities.)
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Amahle (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Rob

Instagram: @Smahlez

Facebook: Mahle Ndaba

Hi I am Amahle Ndaba a 15 year old girl from KwaZulu

Natal, Umgababa although I stay in Gauteng, Ridgeway . I

am just a young girl with a big dream a dream to make a

change .

I'm a finalist in the Miss Teen Tourism Globe South Africa

2021 pageant. I'm not from a wealthy family. I was bullied

several times in primary school because of the way I look,

once I got to high school I decided to join modelling to

boost my confidence.

I've been modeling for 3 years. I did commercial modelling

then last year I decided to enter beauty pageants but due

to the Coronavirus the pageant was postponed to March

2021. That did not stop me from continuing my journey as

a model. I went on and entered the Miss Teen Tourism

Globe SA pageant and was chosen as one of the finalists.

We still in the voting round and the date for the main event

has not been confirmed yet.

Modelling has taught me to love myself and to respect

myself it has also taught me to be a leader. I look up to a

lot of different models, they all special in their own way but

Naomi Campbell is my favourite. There are many

challenges I come across as a model from being able to

afford the entry fee to finding the perfect dress. My biggest

highlights would be the photoshoots .
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Tariq (Photo right)

Photo credit: Adam's photography, Isaac Adam's

Facebook: Tariq Ferndale

I am Tariq José Ferndale , I was Born 17 March 2002 in

Villiersdorp my home town where I currently reside .Growing up

in the small agricultural based town I stood out from time to time

and that plays a huge role in the person I am today.

I started and finished primary school at Kosie De Wet primary

where I received a top notch education. 2016 I started hight

school at Villiersdorp secondary where it was even more difficult

to fit into the crowd . During my high school years I grew a love

for debating poetry and public speaking, a fundamental part

of my character.

The hip hop culture has been a keystone in my development as

a person, It made me appreciative of art, creativity and

freedom of expression. I matriculated in the year 2020 ,a

particularly challenging year which have changed the course of

my life .

My great need to teach and guide people have left me with

the ambition to start my first year of a BEd course in SP and FET

teaching in 2021. I aim to make 2021 a fruitful year in with I

extend my horizon, extend my list of talents and make a positive

impact on the world. My health in top priority, I aspire to exercise

5 times a week instead of the 3 as I currently do .

As someone with public speaking skills and the ability to

influence and convince I am looking to promote a brand or a

business. I know this year won't be a walk in the park but what

would life be without a challenge...

Ororiseng (Photo left)

Photo credit : VMA Academy(Tumelo Marcus)

My name is Ororiseng Thubisi. A loving , caring & outgoing

young lady. A senior model from North west province. I

have been in the modelling industry for quite some time

doing pageants competition and fashion shows. My aim is

to venture into big brands and be scouted by international

agencies.

I am a community engagement officer of our Taekwondo

team( martial arts). I just completed my studies from North

West university. I am passionate about modelling and

acting. I am a sport fanatic. Fitness is a lifestyle. I love

playing mind games, spending time with my family,

travelling , singing.

I enjoy doing community services, giving back to the poor

and not expecting anything back in return is something so

close to my heart. I would love to give a message of hope

and love since we are in a month of love.

Let humility rule our hearts and love on another. It is not

over , we all know we are in a precious time and it is very

scary.

All we need to do is to keep on trusting God and never

ever doubt our capabilities , whatever we you want to

achieve do it now and go all out because we don't know

what tomorrow holds. All we need is a positive energy. #

Together we can fight this pandemic.

Achievements:

• Miss Lichtenburg made it to top 5

• Miss Universe Rustenburg made it to top 5

• Miss Ultimate top model made it to top 10

• Face of Mafikeng finalist

• Miss Grand SA finalist

• Mr & Mrs SA model first princess

• Miss Cross Country first princess

• Got an exposure at Miss Mamelodi Sundowns auditions

• Midrand fashion show was privileged to be dressed by

Clavon Leonard from New York

• Provincial Ambassador for Nthombienhle 2021

Savhannah (Photo right)

Agency Name: Studio III

Photo credit: Bearded Photography by

DN Govender

Brand new to the modelling world. I

attended my first photoshoot in

November and fell in love.

Been involved and trained in
Drama and Musical Theatre
since the age of 5 (Not part
of schooling).

Productions:

• Midsummer Night's Dream

• Romeo and Juliet - a Modern Love

Story

• Orphan Annie

• Monster Mash (Lead)

• High School Musical 2 (Lead)

• Cast in Legally Blonde (Lead) but due

to Covid-19 it was cancelled.

Reginald (Photo below)

Photographer : Wees Lekker Studios

Facebook : Reginald Mcbryan Snel

Instagram : @modelsnel

I'm a young man from a small town named

Villiersdorp in the Western Cape. I started

doing modelling early in 2013, but didn't know

that I would be so passionate about it as I am

now ! I started of by only doing photoshoots

and made my first appearance on stage in

2016. Since than I couldn't stop. Some titles

I've won includes:

• Mr. Winter 2016

• Mr. Popular 2016

• Face of DDEM 2018 Finalist

• 2nd Prince Mr & Miss SPW 2018

• 1st Prince & Public choice winner Mr & Miss

SPW 2019

• 1st Prince Face of Lockdown 2020

• 1st Prince Face of the Overberg 2020 to just

name a few.

My Motto in life is "Never Lose Faith , never

Give up and don't ever Quit”
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Credit: You’re In My Shot

Facebook Page: https://web.facebook.com/

Youre-In-My-Shot-Photography-1921101398149448

Instagram: @youreinmyshot_za

Webpage: www.youreinmyshot.co.za
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Bianca (Photo left)

Instagram: @bianx.ie09

Hi, I'm Bianca. I consider myself quite the

juggler. Not in the classic "clown-at-the-

circus" sense, but as it relates to thriving in

an environment when I'm juggling task

after task.

Since last year I started working as a

virtual assistant and I'm also a part time

student (studying to become a teacher).

My goals for this year is to be more

healthy, not as much in a physical

manner but more mentally. I believe it's

important to make time for yourself, more

than anything else.

-"yesterday you said
tomorrow"

Chanelle  
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Photo credit: Candice Brophy

Instagram: @chanelledurindi 

Facebook: Chanelle Durindi Bosch

Anna-Marie (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Lourens De Beer

Instagram: prinsloo.annamarie343

Facebook: Anna-Marie Prinsloo

This Year I want to overcome my

fears and live out my dreams. I

want to be stronger than I was

before. I want to become a the

person I have always been

dreaming of.

I want to be a model in
the future.

I`m still very young and I
still have a lot to work
for and a lot to
accomplish in the future.

Duduzile (Photo right)

Director: Khaya Madungandaba

Photographer: Khaya Madungandaba

Make up: @bandK_BeautyandCosmetics

Facebook: Duduzile N. Sibiya

Instagram: @Duduzi_le

What is my story?

My name is Duduzile N Sibiya. I am 23 years old and I am a

Fashion model. My dream and goal is to grace the

runways of Fashion shows and become a Catalogue

model.

I work well with other people and I have
active listening skills from the directors. I
want to be one of the world's top models.

By embracing Black is beautiful, I want to teach my peers

that you don't need to be anyone else but yourself to be

beautiful!

I want to be an example to all girls, that
they must never let anyone tell them that
they are ugly, and they must be proud to
be in their own skin.

What are my plans for 2021?

I am planning to be a model for retail stores like Mr Price,

Foschini and Truworths and also a Cover page model.

Where do I want to be, by the end of the year?

In a Television Advertisement and be on the cover page of

one of the leading magazines in SA.
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Photo: Donovan Roets Photography

Makeup and Hair: Chinique Cosmetics 

Makeup Artist and Hairstylist 

Flower crown and flower wall: DonNé –

Beauty Photo Model



Joshua (Photo left)

Facebook: Joshua Alec Wilson

My name is Joshua Wilson and I am

18 years old. I matriculated last year,

waiting for the matric results. Its been

a tough and challenging year in

grade 12 with COVID-19 and all.

My vision for 2021 is to get job on a

farm and a lot of experience in the

farming industry as the farm,

animals, crops, bush and fresh air is

my passion.
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Donéleen (Photo left)

Photo Cred: Your Style Photography

I am a bold, ambitious woman who won't be silenced

and imposes herself onto every circumstance that

befalls me. I love animals and have a deep-rooted

desire to help others. I find meaning in helping others

find theirs. I will become everything I've set out to be

I plan to make myself market ready and create a

fierce presence in the workplace and I'm determined

to prove to myself that I'm strong enough to

overcome the challenges the year has set for me.

Elka (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Christiaan David Photography

Social Media: https://www.facebook.com/elka.etsebeth

Bio/story: I am a firm believer that one should never stop

learning and my plan for this year is to enrol in a Masters

Degree majoring in Marketing Management. By doing so I

aim to make higher education fashionable.

I have been fortunate enough to be
recognized as a brand ambassador in my
current role.

As the campaign manager of a successful social upliftment

programme that recognises and rewards truck drivers for

keeping South African roads safe. I aim to further create

public awareness around the important role that truck drivers

play in our community. I also aim to increase female truck

driver participation in South Africa as the industry is grossly

underrepresented by female drivers.

I believe in a healthy balance between work and social life

and I enjoy everything to do with fashion be it modeling,

photography, and fashion design. I completed a modeling

teacher's course whilst still in school and studied fashion

design as soon as I left school.

Marizanne (Photo left)

Owner of MC Models – Kathu and the title holder of MRS

Northern Cape 2021

Make up: WV Makeup artistry

Hair: Marizanne Coetzee (Done by myself)

Photo credit: BB Photography

As MRS Northern Cape 2021, I want to raise can foods from

February and donate them to less fortunate people here in

Kathu. I am also taking in one fortunate child every year

into my modelling school that are not able to pay for their

classes or some child that have a story to tell.

I am also busy starting a project where I will be helping

children that are bullied in school. This year I want to

accomplished at least 3 of my projects and many more to

come. Where there is a will to help , there is always a way !

I love working with children and I will
continue to help them believe in
themselves no matter their
circumstances. This is why I started my
modelling school 3 years back.

Valmarie (Photo right)

Photo credit: Pipe dream photography

Instagram: @**valmarie**

Facebook: Valmarie Volschenk Miss Teen Public Choice

2020/2021

I have been in the Vaal triangle namely Sasolbrug my whole life.

It was a wonderful experience to be crowded 'Miss Teen Vaal

Public Choice 2020/21' I have also won Social Media Queen, as

it shows me that the Vaal have noticed my efforts and it made

me proud.

There is no better motivation than to see the
big effect off what you thought was something
small. I have done numerus community
service's and will continue as it is close to my
heart.

With the help of the Vaal Pageant I have already become

ambassadors for Wicker clothing and Top Vibe online magazine.

Hopefully this year I will accomplice much more. You are

welcome to follow my journey.

Karin (Photo left)

Photo credit: Ryan Vaughn

Instagram: _.karin.harvey

Everyone said that 2020 was the worst
year ever, but to me it was one of the
best! It was the year that I discovered
myself and my potential.

You'll be amazed at what you attract after you start

believing in yourself.

I have a passion to be in front and behind
the camera. I love taking pictures and
having my pictures taken.

In December 2021 I am going on the MSC cruise with my

agency, Figures models and there I hope to expand my

modeling/acting career internationally. I am very grateful

and excited for this opportunity!

I am also a grade 11 student therefore this year is very

important for my future! I am excited to accept this

challenge.

Emmie (Photo below)

I am Emmie Taute-Benn (31) from Boggoms Bay. I am a mom, wife

and run my own cleaning company. That takes a lot of my time. I

started modeling from a very young age and loved every single

moment. I was Model of the year 2018 at Gemini Modeling

agency, Mrs novice for Crowlers and Crowns, first princes for Eden

SA top models and best theme winner for Crawlers and Crowns.

I love the outdoor lifestyle (all about nature) , you will always find

me somewhere on the farm or in our garden. I am an

independent, hardworking, farm girl who loves animals.

This year I will be more successful and will work even harder. I

started the cleaning company for one reason only and that is to

create jobs for single mothers who are struggling.

With joy in my heart I can say we grew almost
as sisters/family and this year we will create
even more jobs. Together we will be stronger.

To all the mothers and business women out there, never give up

on your dreams or goals, it doesn't matter what the situation is,

believe in yourself and have faith. Be who you are and don't ever

change for any one else.
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Photo credit: Gerrie van der Walt

Social media: layla_10
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Oratile (Photo left)

My name is Oratile Venter from Lephengville in

Hammanskraal. I am 19 years of age and I am studying

Bachelor of Arts in Behavioural Science with Sociology and

Psychology at the North West University. I chose that field of

study because I've always been interested on the

functioning of human society, human mind and it's function

and it's function, most importantly helping people faced

with different social issue.

Helping people has always being my passion ,with no doubt

I can say, so I took this course as a bridge to reaching my

goal of giving back to the community.

Being there for someone who is in need , someone who is

going through some phases on life which triggers their

physical, mental and social well-being.

I love people, I love challenging myself, I can easily adapt

to different situations/events , I am friendly and I have good

communication skills. My biggest goal as a young South

African woman is to be my own boss, and empower the

upcoming generation.

"A rose can never be a sunflower, and a sunflower can

never be a rose. All flowers are beautiful in their own way,

and that's like women too. I want to encourage women to

embrace their own uniqueness." _ Miranda Kerr

Maquela (Photo right)

Photo credit: Trent

I am Maquela Rocha, 22 years old, born and raised in the

South of Johannesburg but currently relocated to the small

town of Nelspruit where I am currently working in a Boutique.

I have been a Model since I was 4 years old
and believe it is my passion because the
camera and I go together like Oreos and
milk.

My goals growing up where always to be
Miss South Africa so I could have a voice.

I entered not once but twice and although I never made it I

learnt I did not need the platform to have a voice because I

already had a voice, I just needed to let it out so my goals

now are to make a difference where I can, one step at a

time.

Always remember be the change you want to see in the

world.

Chrizelle (Photo left)

Photo credit: DVB Productions

Instagram: @x.chrizelle.x

Facebook: Chrizelle van Heerden

This year I would like get my modeling career

started. I absolutely love the modeling industry. I

started modeling in August last year and I loved

it. It made me try so many new things.

Last year I entered for the Miss Teen Vaal

pageant and I ended up in the top 10. I hope to

achieve the title of Miss Teen Vaal.

I would also like to be scouted by
an agency.

Diandra (Photo left)

Photo credit Shanie Jooste

Photography

My name is Diandra and I
am 27 years old. I am
seeking a Modeling
Agency in the western
region. I have passion for
catalogue modeling.

I love fashion photoshoots. It is my

dream to become a catalogue

model one day. I am adventurous

and I make fitness a priority."

Megan (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Van Vuuren Photography

Facebook: @megan.kilian.5

Instagram: @_megan_kilian_

I wish to make as much change as

possible through all the Charities we as a

modelling school do every week. We feed

about 50 homeless people weekly in

Meyerton, through this we can give

people hope, to try and motivate them

that this is just a phase in their life, life can

and will get better.

Rolene (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ilana van Zyl Photography

My name is Rolene Swart. I’m a Financial

Planner and Small business owner from the Free

State. I strive to better myself in all areas

personal and work related, staying motivated

and not settling for anything less.

I want to live life to the fullest and not give up in

believing in myself, no matter what difficulties I

am faced with.

Nadine (Photo left)

My Name is Nadine Becker from

Mpumalanga and I am 37 years old.

I am a single mother of two boys.

Currently residing in Secunda and

working for a Security company. I

take pride in myself because it is

essential to celebrate who you are

and accept how you look.

I wish for every girl and
woman to feel
comfortable in their own
skin and be confident
about themselves.

Simonè (Photo left)

Photographer: Photography by Mads

Agency: Elite models SA Vaal triangle

I'm the 15 year old Simonè Egen currently the

1st runner up for Miss Teen Vaal. During the last

year and due to COVID-19 so many people

are in need even with the smallest of things.

My goal for this year will be to
support those in need and be a
helping hand wherever possible
to help and to always support my
fellow friends in charity projects.
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Makeup and Hair: Chinique Cosmetics 

Makeup Artist and Hairstylist 

Flower Crown: DonNé - Beauty Photo Model

Outfit: Liezl Nortje Boutique Couture



Male & Female Models South - Africa

Tiffany (Photo left)

Photo credit: Hesham Shabaan – Infocus studio

Tiffany Maclean is a 22 year old aspiring model from the

small town of Humansdorp in the Eastern Cape. She started

modeling at the age of 16 as a way of interacting more and

as a favour to her mom.

She is a quit young lady that loves reading and exercise

and would like to become a print modeling for a sports

magazine. She has got numerous titles in pageants like Teen

Miss EC , Miss Nelson Mandela Bay , Miss Elite SA EC,

International Junior Miss SA EC and many more

She loves photogenic competitions and has got over 80

titles in them. She is planning to go to aviation school in 2022

to qualify herself as a flight attendant.

She is passionate about charity and loves competitions that

has a charity category. Her plans and pageant calendar

for 2021 includes Pageant festival, International Junior Miss

SA and Diamonds SA.

She would like to be scouted by a agency
in order to further her career in modeling.

Carlie (Photo right)

Photo Credit: RIVV Photography

I am an hard working individual who

always strives to do my best in all

situations.

For the past few months I have faced

challenges. This year I will live each

day to the fullest.

I would also like to do something life

changing and help give back to our

community.

Shanté (Photo right)

Modeling School: Royal Eagles Modeling

Photographer: Louwrens Koen

I am the utmost confident Shanté Cronjé. My dream is to

become the best modeling teacher around, as I want to help

develop young woman out there.

The year 2021, I believe this is MY year! I
entered Miss Teen SA 2021, and believe that I
can make it to the TOP.

Beauty is not always what you see, but what you believe!

Miranda (Photo left)

From: Middelburg Mpumalanga

Photographer :Antonette Reyneke

Hair and make-up : Antonette Reyneke

Instagram: _Miranda_Putter_

My name is Miranda Putter and I am 19 years of age and

live in Middelburg Mpumalanga. I plan to further my

education and continue with my second year of college

at Unisa, majoring in psychology and criminology. I plan

on making a difference in any way I can no matter how

small.

I want to be an inspiration and a role model for people to

look up to. I wish to accomplish good marks at the end of

this year and to make my friends and family proud. In this

year I plan on being more independent and to make

myself more available for people in need. I would really

like to be the best version of myself that I can be.

Jauntè (Photo left)

This year I would love to
start my career as a
care giver, I graduated
last year. I have a
passion caring for the
elderly.

My motto: Yesterday is history,

Tomorrow is a mystery, Today is a

gift from God, live your life to the

fullest. I'm from the beautiful

Margate on the South-Coast.

Photo Credit: Fat Guy

Photography, André Olivier

Jaun-Marie (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Visual Storm Photography

I am the 18 year old Jaun-Marie Moore from
Hartbeespoort. I am very passionate about
Photography and currently busy completing
my course of becoming a Professional
photographer.

I love being behind the Camera and Capturing Special

Moments in time. I enjoy the Glitz and Glam of Modeling and

have always loved the rush of emotions when doing a Pageant,

the nerves, excitement.

I do Modeling because I love being on Stage since I was a little

Girl. I believe that God has plan for each and everyone, that is

why I live by the verse Jeremiah 29:11. I believe that "you are

valuable because you exist , not because of what you do or

what you have done but Simply because you are".

Simone-Beatrix (Photo left)

My name is Simone-Beatrix, I am 23 years of age. I am an

aspiring model and a mother, I draw inspection from my

surroundings and the people I grew up with. Evening I stand

for is often reflected in my modeling work Self-love, self-care

,self believe, because if you don't believe in your own craft

who will?

I would like to share my plans for the rest of this year with you

guys but, a plan is not a plan if God's approval stamp is not

on it. I love the saying that goes “You are where you are

suppose to be". If I achieve greatness in this year it's by the will

of God. If I fail to achieve greatness in this year it is by the will

of God, I know He probably stirring up a hot pot of success

for the next years to come it's all a matter of patients.

Photography: MDB Photography

Instagram: @vanwykbeatrix8 Tik tok: @simonebeatrix0 

Facebook: Newton Mehdi Van Wyk

Lorinda (Photo left)

"A Strong Women has faith that she is strong

enough for the journey .... But a women of

strength has faith that it is in the journey she

will become strong." I am passionate about

my charities that I do all over East Rand

Area, as I believe that charity starts from

home and by touching so many life's just to

make a small difference make me see the

world differently.

My goal in life is to empower young girls and

women to feel good about themselves, by

building up their self - confidence and to

make them feel unique, beautiful and

strong in their own unique wat. As I believe

that every girl and women has the ability to

stand out in this world. I am the young 19

year old Lorinda Ferreira.
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Photo Credit: The Creative Brew (Carmé Combrink)

Social Media: @thecreativebrew (Instagram) 

or The Creative Brew (Facebook)



Male & Female Models South - Africa

Bianca (Photo left)

Photo credit: Hein Le Roux

Social media: Facebook - Bianca Theron

(https://www.facebook.com/bianca.theron.148 )

Instagram: @x_b_i_a_n_c_a_x.x

My name is Bianca Theron and I am 20 years young. I am

currently a third year student, studying BCom Tourism

Management and Recreational Sciences at the North

West University of Potchefstroom. I would describe myself

as someone who is dependable, energetic and eager to

learn new skills and I work very hard when it comes to my

studies.

There are a few things that I hope to accomplish this year.

Firstly, I want to work hard to complete my third year

studies and receive my degree in Tourism Management

and Recreational Sciences.

Secondly, I want to be more confident. I want to be able

to step out of my comfort zone more and push myself to

do things that I wouldn’t normally do. Not only will being

more confident make me feel good, it can help me seize

potential opportunities. I want to be more confident so

that I can believe in myself more. The more I step out of

my comfort zone, the better.

Even though I am not a professional model, I am

passionate about beauty and everything that comes with

it. I would love to be scouted by a modeling agency. I

have always had a keen interest in modeling and I can

see myself in front of the camera, making myself, and

everyone else proud.

One of my favorite quotes that I always keep in mind:

“Don’t limit yourself. Many people limit themselves to what

they think they can do. You can go as far as your mind lets

you. What you believe, remember, you can achieve.” –

Mary Kay Ash

Sharoné (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ryan Vaughn from Figures models

Model agency: Figures models Finesse International Brits

Every accomplishment started with a dream. A dream

you choose to make a reality. My name is Sharoné

Venter, I am turning 16 in February and reside in the

North West. I am currently training at Figures Models

Finesse International Brits.

I aspire to become a national and international model

and using this platform to motivate and inspire. I love

spending time with my family and friends. I try to make

the most of every situation and give my total devotion in

everything that is thrown my way.

My passion is running and everything to do with sports. It

is my escape from reality. The one thing to make me feel

free and at peace. The year of 2021 is the year I want to

use to make my dream come true. The dream God

wants me to pursue. To allow others to see what I feel in

my heart. I love helping those around me and allowing

them to change their point of view. This year I want to

focus on giving back to the community, verbally and

physically.

I am know for my positive attitude and kind heart. I would

like to use all the gifts God gave me and sharing his love

with the world. I believe that everyone should be treated

equally and given equal opportunities.

I am a passionate girl with big dreams. I
don’t want to see the change in 2021 but
I want to be the change. The
dreamcatcher and the believer. I want
to prove to those around me that with

God mountains can be moved.

Zekhethelo (Photo left)

Photo credits: DineoThePhotoGen FB@dineothephotogen

Instagram: @nedio_soul

Make-up: @unblemished

Zekhethelo was born in Johannesburg. After attending a few

auditions with no luck. In 2017 she made her first appearance

in a Netflix series called SHADOW. She played a supporting

role of Zinhle a daughter of the a famous South African

Actor, Palance Dladla.

Then followed Grave Confession (2019) a TV Drama where

she played a supporting role of Mia a daughter of a TV Host

and Actress, Khanyi Mbau. Then followed a FNB TV

Commercial in 2019.

Zee as she is affectionately known would
like to see herself working in International
productions as well as Netflix series. Her FB
and Instagram page @Princess Bhambatha.

Jozanne (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Thelma Nel

Instagram: @ _gogga_jozy_

Facebook: Chrisane Munnik

I’m a ballerina and a dancer, who started my passion

for dance at the tender age of four years old. I also

started doing contemporary at the age of ten and

progressed from there, now I do acrobatic, jazz,

modern, contemporary, and ballet. In 2018 I, along with

some of my fellow dance students from Surané’s Dance

academy in Nelspruit, Mpumalanga, South Africa.

Qualified for the diamond team in the International Fine

Arts Association competition, where we had the honour

of competing in Namibia in the winter of 2019. We also

qualified to take part in the Europe World

Championships, Barcelona Spain, in April 2020, but

unfortunately, due to the Covid-19 restrictions, the

competition has been postponed until further notice.

I was also crowned Miss Ngodwana personality in 2017

and Miss Ngodwana in 2018 (a beauty pageant held in

our small community) Me and my aunt Thelma Nel

enjoy doing photoshoots.

I would love doing modelling on a more professional

level but at this stage, all the finances go towards my

dancing. For 2021 I want to work hard and accomplish

an above 90% mark for my major one ballet exam, It

would also be a dream come true to be scouted by an

acclaimed model agency.

Liané (Photo left)

Photo credit: Liané Brummer & Gerhard van der

Merwe

This year I have done Talent Africa, Kraal Kunstefees

and also South African Championship Of The

Performing Arts, where I was chosen to represent

South-Africa at Nashville Tennessee. So I have

decided to work on a two year plan to be able to

sing in New York in two years from now.

Singing is my passion and first love
together with my passion for animals.

Juandré (Photo left)

Photographer: Nickey Hinde, NHPhotography

My name is Juandrè Roodt and Mr Jnr Teen

South Africa 2020 & Face of South Africa

Gauteng 2020.

I am looking for to attend in my
first International competition,
May 2021 in Turkey to compete
in Mr Jnr Teen of the World 2021.



Thembani Khanyi Mashabela

I am Thembani Khanyi Mashabela, 25 years old. I am

a qualified Teacher and a aspiring fitness coach.

Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

My normal morning routine is based on Yoga. I first do

at least 20 sit ups or squats, then I go for Yoga moves.

On a typical working day, I have plus/minus 5 small

meals and healthy snacks in between.

What might you eat in a typical working day for ...

Breakfast? For breakfast, I go for an Oats meal with

peanut butter and banana.

Lunch? Lunch is boiled eggs and Avo sandwich or

some green salad, brown rice and tuna.

Evening meal? And for dinner I ensure that I have a

full meal, that is rice, spinach, egg and potato salad

and some grilled chicken or fish.

Is nutrition important to you?

Nutrition is important as it forms part of reaching one's

fitness goal. It allows you to be able to speed up

results and see differences quickly.

Are you a calorie counter?

I am not a calorie counter, because my body

responds fast to a lot of fitness moves and nutrition.

Best meal ever?

One of the best meals I enjoy is definitely the toasted

boiled Egg and Avocado sandwich. I love my eggs

half done.

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

I have a guilty pleasure... Sometimes on my rest days

I end up working out because I feel like the junk food

I had is holding me back.

On a scale of one to 10, how fit do you think you are;

how fit would you like to be?

Out of 10, I can rate myself a 9. And I would like to be

a 11. A 11 for me means that I would be able to do

moves and reach a goal that is out of my comfort

zone.

Best tip for everyday fitness?

One of the best tip I live on is 'it is never too late to

work on yourself'. This tip means that even on a

Wednesday you can still start exercising, you can

start a new healthy habit, there's no need to wait for

a new week or anew month.

Do you have a memory from school sport / PE days

you would rather forget?

Back in high school, I used to play ladies soccer.

That's when I developed my love for fitness and

sports. One of best advices I got is that I must not

give up on myself, no one will come and build me.

Who would you try to emulate in terms of fitness /

attitude to life?

My fitness role model is my late mom. She was not a

fitness influencer, but she always kept me on my toes

and made sure I am attending gym.

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

Since I am juggling work, fitness and my studies, I

sleep for about 5/6 hours, which is not that enough.

But during weekends I make sure that I get enough

rest.

What keeps you motivated?

One of the things that keep me going is when

people from all walks of life join me on my sessions,

both online and in person.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

My future goal is to have my own gym institution that

caters for everyone, and all kinds of fitness. My plan is

to also grow my fitness clothing

brand(@foga.apparel) in to a successful retail

business.

What are some of the most common mistakes made

when someone is trying to build muscle and/or get

ripped?

Some of the mistakes in building muscles lies mostly in

nutrition and progressive overload. If one wants to

build muscles, weightlifting is advisable and an

increase in protein intake.

Do you have any tips for someone who is looking to

compete in your sport?

Here are some of the tips for keeping a flatter

stomach: a glass of warm water in the morning in an

empty stomach.

REST is important

Eat your vegetables and and some protein!

WATER WATER WATER!

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

FOR more content follow @khanyi.krush26 on

Instagram and Khanyisile Thembani Mashabela on

Facebook

Photographer - Madeleine Kidson
Since I was a little girl I always loved taking photos,

my mom bought my first camera for me, it was a

Kodak camera, in those days it was not as easy as

now to view your photos. You had to wait for 5 – 7

days for the film to be developed and then only

could you see if you chopped off someone’s head or

other bodily parts. Thanks to technology you can

now check your photo on scene and take another if

you feel the need.

I lost my dad, brother, sister and mother in a question

of 5 years and after their passing I realized, I do not

have a lot of photos of them, this is where I truly knew

what I wanted to do…Capture memories for others

so they don’t lose them. A time frozen in a

photograph is precious to say the least.

My husband gifted my first Canon digital camera to

me over 8 years ago and later a Nikon D3500 which I

shoot with till today. I love the feeling during a shoot

to encourage people to enjoy the moment and

forget that I am there, I love capturing the essence

of every person I do a photoshoot with and I love the

look on their faces when they see the photo’s for the

first time. I am an avid amateur photographer and

would love to open my own studio and do

photography on a full time basis.

Madeleine Kidson - 073 144 5751

madeleinegk4@gmail.com

MGK Photography, Arts and Crafts

Facebook page - @MGKPhotographyArtsandCrafts



Fitness Model - Elana Pretorius 

I'm Elana Pretorius from Plettenberg bay, western

cape, and I am 21 years old. I am not just an athlete,

but also a wife, mother of a basset hound, and

business owner of Elle Hair and Make up boutique

studio. I've always had a thing for fitness since I was a

kid. I did every sport there was in school, but when I

discovered Crossfit at the age of 14, I have been

completely in love with the sport ever since and is

also a Crossfit level one trainer.

Up and at it - what is your morning routine?

In my daily life, I am very focused on my daily routine.

I am a planner and want to be as prepared for

everything and anything as possible, because then I

feel less stressed.

Here is my daily schedule of my daily activities and

also my meals, classes, and supplementation:

• 5:15AM - Wake up, preparing my morning coffee

(no sugar) and leave for my class.

• 6-7:00AM - Teaching Crossfit Burn Class

• 7-8:00AM - morning snack, 1/2 cup raw oats with 1

teaspoon peanut butter.

• 8-9:30AM - Teaching Crossfit

• 10:00AM - Breakfast(1to 2 eggs on 1 slice whole

wheat toast, with 30g ham/lean bacon, and 2

almonds)

• 10:30AM - Mental toughness training, by Trident

Mindset.

• 11-11:40AM - Meditating followed by power nap.

• 12-14:00PM - Crossfit and Weightlifting competitors

training and snack time after training (1apple or

banana, 1 Capsule of Mannatech Bounceback

https://mannamotion.com/images/product/za/23

017_BounceBack_ZA_032619.png and 1 capsule

Sporthttps://mannamotion.com/images/product/

za/12101_SPORT_US_080317.png )

• 14-15:00PM - Crossfit Pre teens class

• 15-16:30PM - Home, shower, food prep for dinner

and prep for afternoon class)

• 16-18:30PM - Crossfit classes and check-in meeting

with Crossfit Fuel Your Fire HQ

• 18:30 - Preparing dinner (2 different veggies, 90g

lean meat, and 1cup rice/sweet potato)

• 21:00 - Bedtime

This is basically how it goes every day in the week.

Tuesdays and Thursdays are slightly different because

I focus more on mobility, recovery and see health

practitioners when needed on those days. I take

recovery very seriously because I overwork my

muscles a lot.

Is nutrition important to you?

My coach, Tanja Kruger is a nutritionist as well and

she does my food programming too. She takes very

good care of me.

Do you have a guilty pleasure?

On weekends I rest and will have a cheat meal.

Usually something like pizza.

On a scale of one to 10, how fit do you think you are;

how fit would you like to be?

Since I have found my coach, I have never felt fitter,

stronger and more motivated. Last year I won junior

overall in the 55 and below weight category and

recently competed in an online qualifier called,

"Masters vs Teens Throwdown". I came 15th overall

and 2nd in my age division. I am preparing now for

the semi-finals and also in the Crossfit Open and then

hopefully qualify for Fittest in Cape town, which will

be one of my biggest goals for the year.

What keeps you awake and do you think you get

enough sleep?

I think of my goals every night when I 
go to sleep and it sometimes keeps 
me awake, because I know all the 
hard work, sweat, pain and mental 

toughness it's going to take, because 
that is the key to success.

What are some of the most common mistakes made

when someone is trying to build muscle and/or get

ripped?

There are no shortcuts. I've also learned that it's not

about how lean or ripped you look, it's about what

you can do when you are on the competition floor

and who can get the work done. Be positive, don't

complain. Do the work and visualize the pride and

success until it becomes reality.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Follow me on instagram @elanapretorius101

or Facebook Elana Pretorius

Photographer - Ruan Booysen
My favorite thing of being a photographer is that you

share memories that you would never forget my most

memorable shoot was when it was my little sisters

birthday. No , I'm not a full time photographer, I'm a

technician this is only one of my hobbies.

My other Hobbies are , learning something new in life,

fixing electronics and I love drawing "Remember,

when you forgive, you heal. And when you let go, You

grow“ keep every memory they are a life time!
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